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Abstract

The impact of specific collaborative writing skill lessons on individual writing skills

and attitudes of mainstream students in two Chaska High School English classrooms was

the focus of this study. Students in the control class and the experimental class studied the

same literary selections and skills; however, the process of the writing skill lessons was

different. The experimental class received additional instruction in the collaborative process

by learning group roles, writing collaboratively, and evaluating progress after each group

skill lesson. In order to assess the impact of collaboration in the experimental class, a

pretest and posttest were administered to both the control and experimental class at the

beginning of the quarter and at the end of the quarter. Two readers from the English

department and the author holistically scored the pretests and posttests. The experimental

class written posttest scores did not significantly differ from those of the control class

written posttest scores. Therefore, the collaborative writing process did not appear to have

a significant impact on individual student writing skills. An attitudinal survey was

administered to both classes in the middle of the quarter and at the end of the quarter; the

responses were categorized and tabulated into positive, negative, and neutral remarks. The

experimental class attitudinal survey responses were not significantly different from those

of the control class. However, the fact that the writing skills of students in both the

experimental class and the conEol class improved was an important linding in this study.
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Chapter One: Impact of Collaborarion
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CHAFTER ONE

Introduction

Changes in writing methodology continue to have an impact on high school English

instructors. One notes that in the last decade a great deal of research in cooperative

learning by Johnson and Johnson (19t14) has focused on the importance of students

working together in the classroom. Research has revealed how cooperative learmng helps

students practice interpersonal skills such as listening and encouraging. Soon educators

hcame aware how well-managed writing groups not only can benefit the teacher, but also

how sharing among students and between teachers and students can benefit the students.

Focusing on the issue of writing groups as a teaching method, Anne Gere relates how

writing Eroups represent the social dimension of writing. In other words, the intellectrnl

bias supporting the solo writer is shifting (Gere, 1987). Therefore, an examination of
writing grouPs is important because of the new status they have attained in the past few

years. An important contribution in the value of shared writing was made by Karen Spear

as she affirms how writing is a social activity that encourages participation in writing

classes and prepares students for a world in which writing is a team effort (spear, lggg).

Ideally, collaborative writing engages students in stimulating discussions leading ro qgality

writing and revising sessions. The tasks are collaborative and can be accomplished within

a cooperative framework. Thus, examining what happens to student writing and attitudes

toward writing when students participate in collaborative writing activities is the purpose of

this study.

Since this study focuses on the key elements which will improve specific individual

writing skills and attitudes as they relate to collaborative writing, a main question and

several subquestions are addressed. The main question is this: Is peer collaboration in

writing an effective process for improving specific individual writing skills? The
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subquestions are as follows: (1) Is there a difference in writing quality when students

collaborate as opposed to individually writing? (3) How have the attitudes of students

been affected by the collaborative writing process?

A literature review w&s conducted on the impact of collaborative writing groups on

individual writing. A general historical perspective revealed how the terminology of

writing groups is somewhat ambiguous. Writing groups have been referred to as response

groups, team writing, collaborative writing, and many other names (Gene, 1987). The

author's definition of collaborative writing is small groups of students working

collaboratively on writing lessons in preparation for individual writing assignments-

Further reading revealed how research on the effects of cooperative, competitive, and

individualistic efforts on the effects of cooperative, competitive, and individualistic efforts

on achievement and productivity have been studied in great depth (Johnson and Johnson,

19t34). It was found that ttre essence of cooperative learning is positive interdependence,

individual accountability, direct interaction among students, and interpersonal and group

building skills. Indeed, collaborative writing rests on several theoretical underpinnings: a

sense of audience, the power of peer influence, the gaining of insights into one's own

writing as other writings are critiqued, and the benefits of feedback through which srudents

sense how well their writing is communicating (Gebhart, 1980). More importanfly, peer

response group members are sympathetic readers who suggest methods for writers to use

to improve their writing. Therefore, an intersst in collaboration has grown because some

assumptions are changlng in one or more areas of English instruction. Teachers are

finding that peer tutoring, peer criticism, and classroom group work are often effective

ways to learn material and gain valuable insights (Golub, 1988). Collaborative learning

allows for student talk, and it is in this talking that much of the learning occurs. In other

words, collaborative learning activities allow students to learn by talking about the lessons.

However, if collaborative learning is to be an effective method of instruction, students
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must be trained uto develop specific collaborative learning skills to ensure that they can

work productively and harmoniously in pairs and in small groups" (Golub, lff33, Z).

In summary, the purpose of this study is to explore the impact of collaborative

writing lessons on individual attitudes and writing skills of mainsrream high school

students in the English classroom. Specific instructional strategies were used in two

mainstream sophomore English classes at Chaska High School, a high school located

fiftren miles southwest of Mnneapolis, Minnesota, in the suburban seven county

metropolitan area. The study assesses writing skills before and after the writing lessons;

the study assesses attitudes toward writing in ttre middle of the quarter and at the end of the

quarter. A two day writing pretest was administered to two sections of Literature-Writing

10A. One section was the control grouF, and one section was the experimental group.

When the writing Pretest was completed, it was assessed by the author and trvo other

English teachers in the department. Specific writing assessment guidelines, presented in a

paper written by Doug A. Archbald and Fred M. Newmann (1988), were followed in the

holistic scoring of the pretests. Both sections then studied literary selections from the five

Senres: short stot], novel, poetry, drama and nonfiction. A variety of written and oral

activities were given in each of the genres. Students in the control group wrote the

assignments individually. However, the students in the experimental group first wrote the

assignments collaboratively in small groups determined by the teacher and then wrote the

assignments individually. Students in both the control group and the experimental group

individually completed a posttest at the end of the quarter. Once again the author and tfre

two other English teachers holistically assessed the posttest using the same writing criteria

required in the Pretesl Therefore, the goals of this study are to examine the impact of

collaborative writing lessons on individual attitudes and specific writing skills. After

reading the research on cooperative learning and collaborative writing, it is expected that

the findings in this study will validate the premise that peer collaboration in writing
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activities can be an effective process for improving individual atdnldes and writing skills.

In conclusion, Chapter I has provided the broad parameters of this study in terms of

its purpose, questions, terminology, and methodology. Chapter II will present a review of

literature on collaborative writing groups in view of its impact on individual writing.

Chapter III will describe the population, the methods, and the applications with an

elaboration on the specific design and procedures used to explore a process for writing.

Chapter IV will present the results, both quantitative and qualitative, of this study. Chapter

V will include the summary, limitations, conclusions, recommendations, and implications.
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CHAFTERTWO

Review of Literature

Chapter Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literanrre on collaborative writing

Broups in view of its impact on individual writing. A general historical perspective, along

with the theories and implications, will be explored in reference to the social dimension of

writing. Elements of cooperative learning will be examined within the framework of the

collaborative writing process. Also, the benefits of leaming coopenative skills in the

classroom in preparation for the workplace will be addressed. Finally, the role of peer

response groups in English classes, the challenges and strengths of collaborative writing

groups for both the students and the teacher, and the impact of collaborative peer response

groups on serving the writing needs of the students will be discussed and validated

through the research presented in this study.

The History of Writiqs-Groups

The terminology of writing groups is somewhat ambiguous. Writing groups have

also been referred to as the Parlrer Method, Helping Circles, collaborative writing,

response groups, team writing, writing laboratories, teacherless writing classes, group

inquiry technique, the round table, class criticism, editing sessions, writing teams,

workshops, peer tutoring, the socialized method, mutual improvement sessions, altd

intensive peer review (Gere, 1987). Nevertheless, all of these ntrmes refer to a process

which provides n...response with an immediacy impossible in teachers' marginalia of

reviewers' evaluations" (Gere, 1987,3). Specifically, writing groups highlight the social

dimension of writing. Writing has its solitary side, but the authority of individual creation

can coexist with the authority of the group.

Writing groups are new and old. The history of writing groups can be traced back
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to the early days of the United States. Writing groups emerged from several instinrtions

and intellectual traditions. College literary societies began forming during the colonial

period. The concern with political issues and the need for a social outlet was the impetus

for forming literary societies. Faculty support and participation provided a major source of

intellectual vitality, and faculty members took an active role in their formation. In fact,

libraries were established by literary societies. From their earliest days, many literary

societies critiqued their own exercises. Criticism extended to both written and oral

Ianguage, and responding to one another's writing was part of the routine o[ most societies

through the middle of the nineteenth century. When they began presenting and receiving

criticism on their works, students in literary societies inaugurated what is known as the

phenomenon called writing groups (Gere, 1gB7).

CooperaJive Isrnine and Grouns

Cooperative learning is not a new idea, and the use of cooperative learning in the

classroom is not new. In the last three decades of the nineteenth century, Colonel Francis

Parker's instructional methods of promoting cooperation among students dominated

American education. Following Parker, John Dewey promoted the use of cooperative

learning groups. In the 194O's, Morton Deutsch proposed a theory of cooperation and

competitive situations that have formed the foundation on which subsequent research and

discussion of coopemtive learning have been based. Since the 1920's, there has been a

great deal of research on the effects of cooperative, competitive, and individualistic effoms

on achievement and productivity, including the 2O research studies by Johnson and

Johnson (Johnson and Johnson, 1984). The research of Johnson and Johnson indicated

that cooperative learning experiences, compared with competitive and individualistic ones,

promotes "...more positive attitudes toward both the subject area and the instructional

experience, as well as more continuing motivation to learn more about the subject area
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being studied" (Johnson and Johnson, 1984, 17).

Not only is it revealed through lindings that cooperative learning can promote

constructive socialization, but also it can promote commifinent and caring among students.

In fact, cooperative learning experiences, compared with competitive and individualistic

ones, can promote higher levels of self-esteem. . Moreover, achievement can be higher

when learning situations are structured cooperatively rather than competitively and

individualistically. The essence of cooperative learning is positive interdependence,

individual accountability, direct interaction among students, and interpersonal and group

building skills (Johnson and Johnson, 1984).

Furthermore, ffiperative learning teaches values and academics through the

instructional process. The benefits are prosocial behavior, interpersonal skills, self

esteem, and mastery of subject matter. There are several kinds of cooperative learning and

a variety should be used. To maximize success in cooperative learning, the teacher must

atticulate to the students how it is a classrmm goal, teach the skills needed to cooperate,

engage students in reflection, and assign roles to group members (LickonA 1991). In fact,

attachment to groups helps children value other people and feel loyalty to something larger

than themselves. 'Cooperative learning is another ally in that cause, because it teaches

children that they can do more together than they can alone" (Lickona, 1991 ,2W.
In summary, students need to become skillful in communicating trust, providing

leadership, and managing conflict. The hasic premise for developing cooperative skills is

that without skill n...in cooperating effectively, it would be diflicult (if not impossible) ro

maintain a marriage, hold a job, or be part of a community, society, and worldn (Johnson

and Johnson, l9&1, 52).
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The Ir.nportance of Teamwork and Feedback in Collaboration

Collaborative writing rests on sevenrl theoretical underpinnings. The benef-rts of

collaboration are as follows: "...the rhetorical sense of audience; the psychological power

of peer influence; the transfer-of-learning principle by which students gain insights into

their own writing as they comment on the work of others; and the principle of feedback

through which student sense how well their writing is communicating" (Gebhardt, 1980,

69). Although feedback has emotional benefits, teachers sometimes turn away from the

emotions toward the intellectual material and skills students can learn firrm group feedback.

Not only do teachers need to lind ways to allow groups to provide emotional support, but

also teachers need to allow feedback to occur early in the writing process. More

importantly, collaborative learning needs to be empha.sized rather than just collabonative

evaluation. Collaborative writing strategies should be applied to finding a topic, generating

details on a topic, and locating the audience for a paper. This all helps give monal support

to the writer, and it creates a dimension of a brrrader polnt of view throughout the writing

process (Gebhardt, 1980).

Challenees of Peer Response Groups

Conflict and confusion can exist as students work collaboratively on writing.

These interrelated problems can occur within writing groups: '( 1) confused expectations

about the group's purpose and the individual's role in it, (2) inability to read group

members'texts analytically, (3) misperception about the nature of revision and of writing

as a process, (4) failure to work collaboratively with group members, and (5) failure to

monitor and maintain group activity" (Spear, 1988, 17-18). Moreover, groups face the

doublesided problem of disharmony among themselves and the intnuion of a teacher

whose expectations may vary dramatically from their own. Therefore, it is important

students view themselves as parucipants in an ongoing experiment aimed at making the
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Process work, and teachers should enlist suggestions and feedback from the students.

Consequently, the teacher's most effective function in maintaining collaborative writing

Sroups is to confront problems openly and recognize them as a part of the process.

Teachers need to be aware that what determines effective group composition is the nature

of the activity, the nature of the student, and the teacher's goals for both group and writing

development (Spear, lgSB).

Cqllaboration in rhe Schml Sqning

Reading and writing and arguing together can become a powerful source of

motivation for students working in peer groups. Hence, the task of the teacher must

involve engaging students in conversation among themselves in both the writing and the

reading process (McClure, 1990). When the author discussed with Jan Baker, a Chaska

High Schml English department member, the importance of involving the students in the

writing process, she made this statement:

My view on writing has developed and changed over
the years. Twenty years ago I haa a simplisflc view of how
I mlght teach writing. Thrbugh trial and effor I have discovered
and now understand that the itudent - or one's own peers -
is the most effective means in effecting or bringlng '8

3tr 1 "laneq 
in_ writing (J. Baker, perional coilrmlu,ricarion,

March 14, 1995).

In fact, teachers must expand the uses of collaborative techniques !o include conversations

on all aspects o[ classwork, joint or grc]up authorship of papers, and tasks thought of as

belonging only to the teacher (McClure, 1990). Similarly, it is important and necessary

that teachers collaborate with their peers. Since the writing process involves many of the

same steps as the speaking process, a Chaska High School English department member

specializing in the area of speech shared information on supporting material

(D. St. Germain, personal communication, September 14, lgg4). Not only can

collaborative methods reduce a student's sense of alienation, but also it can break the
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confrontational nature of cla.ssroom learning. Collaboration among professional peers

appears to reduce a teacher's sense o[ alienation.

Teachers must challenge their students to have fun in class, to enteilain one another,

to make each other laugh, and to just play (McClure, 1990). l-ew Vygotsky's psychology

of learning (1978) reveals how play n...is a leading factorin development, and

collaborative methods are uniquely adaptable for the purposes of playn (McClure, 1990,

67-68). From merely using collaboration as an effective method of giving student

response to using collaboration as a way of knowing and acting, students could develop a

sense of belonging and experience success when they see their words provoke their

classmates to either laughter or argument.

Moreover, research has demonstrated that small groups have a powerful emotional

influence on their members. In fact, interest is growing in the use of productive teams in

many work sites (Walberg & Wynne, 1994). Unfortunately, the effectiveness of learning

groups ha.s a design flaw: each group has a short life span so group relationships are

tm brief. Yet group persistence is of value for stimulating learning. Stability, persistence,

and intimacy are the characteristics of influential groups. In schools cooperative learning is

a force for learning. However, "some students rnay be frustrated by poor teachers or

unattractive companions' (Walberg & Wynne, 1994, 530). Nevertheless, adults have a

responsibility to teach young people that wholesome and even great relationships evolve

over time and pass through a number o[ tensions. In other words, students need to

understand the challenge of sound friendships is to learn to tolerate, as well as to enjoy,

each other. Students can be helped to learn how to get along with others.

Col I abo. r4,ti 
-o-n 

i n.th p- Workplace

The value of learning how to be a productive group member is not only a school-

related issue today. An article in the Houstqn Chroniple in the summer of 1994 revealed
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the importance of teams in the workplace: nCompanies that use teams of employees to

design special proJects or run the regular assembly line are starting to change their

mmpensation structure to matchn (Sixel, 1994, 9J). In other words, instead of rewarding

individual employees for their efforts, employers are rewarding the teams for good work.

In fact, companies rely on those same groups for innovation, better cost control, and better

morale. The key is no set up worthwhile goals that are easy to measure. If the team

reaches their goal, the company will give the team a set amount of money. If the team

exceeds the goal, the company will give an even larger bonus. However, the team would

receive nothing more if it did not reach its goal. Also, teams of employees do not work if

there is not a trusting work relationship. Consequently, companies need to train team

members on interpersonal and problem-solving skills. Members of the team must feel

control over the process. Moreover, if any member is not performing up to the standards

of the group, the team can recommend a performance improvement progftrm, probation, or

even termination, In fact, team members help hire new employees. While team-based

incentives sound good, superstars often get frustrated and slackers present problems.

Even though most employers still pay team members individually, a few employers are

changing the rules by rewarding teams for good work.

Peer Response Groups

Effective peer response group members view papers as "works in progress" and are

sympathetic readers suggesting methods for writers to use in improving their papers. In

order to experience success in peer response groupe, students need to study what peer

response groups do and practice using peer response techniques. McQuade and Sommers

provide an introduction to the peer response process, recommending the use of

observations, evaluations, and end comments in responding to papers (Barron, 1991).

Observations are nonjudgmental statements, evaluations assess the strengths and

Augsburg College Llbrary
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weaknesses of the draft, ard end comments provide writers with guidance to help them set

goals for the next drafl

Other methods of improving peer response groups would be for the teacher to

duplicate good examples of peer response work from former students and to invite a group

of students from the previous year's class to conduct a mock peer response conference for

the snrdents culrently taking the class. Another method could involve videotaping a good

resPonse Sroup and reviewing it together in class. Finally, in-class practice with a teacher

draft with the teacher revising the draft according to the comments from the students could

have a positive impact on the students (Barron, l99l).

The membership in peer response groups can be determined in a wide variety of

ways, ranging from random selection tro a planned balance. According to Barron, four

students in a group is probably the best size. These peer response group6 should meet

twice for each composition assignmenl The students should read their papers to each

other, write down the advice they receive from their group, and provide copies of their

paPer to the grouP members. The teacher should monitor the groups, make individr:al

conference time available for students who request it, and provide guide sheets if
necessary. The success of peer response groups requires the following conditions:

'(1) tolerating and respecting other members in the group, (2) working outside of class,

(3) focusing the group response, (4) presenting alternative, not ultimatums, and

(5) indicating both strengths and areas where revision is needed" (Balron, 19gI,30,33).

One of the purposes of a composition course should be to make students feel more

confident and independent as writers. Peer response groups, according to Ronald Barron,

help accomplish this purpose.
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TutoJial qqd. Peer Response Groups

Both tutoring and response groups are student-centered approaches that rely on

collaboration among students to promote interaction between reader and writer, to promote

dialogue and negotiation, and to heighten writers' sense of audience. Also, "...both move

the student from the traditional passive stance of receiving knowledge from an authoriry to

an active involvernent which makes talk integral to writing' (Harris, 1992,369).

Collaborative writing is writing involving two or more writers working together to produce

a joint product, each writer may take responsibility for a different portion of the work, and

there may be group consensus or a collective responsibility for the final producl

However, tutoring in writing is a collaborative effort in which the tutor listens, questions,

and offers advice in order to help the student to become a better writer, not to fix the

particular paPer the student brought to be reviewed. While writing groups usually focus

on whole Papers, tutors are often asked by students to focus on a specific section that

seems weak. Nevertheless, the tutor's task is primarily to help the student with the larger

abilities involved. Peer response groups generate four kinds of verbal activity: "...asking

questions, proposing suggestions for revision, agreeing or disagreeing with the

recommendations of peers, ffid explaining intentions about stylistic choices" (Harris,

answers and in guiding the student by questioning rather than by telling or explaining. In

other words, Peer response groups emphasize informing; tutorials emphasize the student's

own discovery. Yet, tutoring and peer response groups are similar, for they both share a

commitment to collaborative talk that helps writers return to their writing with a better

sense of where to Eo and how to do it. Nevertheless, for peer response groups to be

productive, class time needs to be spent in developing group skills and in learning to offer

and receive responses (Halris, lWz\.
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Peer efifiqism

Peter Elbow and Pat Abelanoff's peer response exercises work best in tandem in

the collaborative classroom because they capture the stnrggle benueen individual

expression and social constraint that most writers experience. These exercises prod peer

criticism and get the reader t'o think more about a piece of writing and to focus on writing

as a process of revision. The writer chooses what response he or she wants and in what

form; the student can write, read, or orally respond to the piece of writing. Elbow and

Belanofl's exercises provide a variety of ways to initiate students' interaction with one

another: ''Sayback', for instance, is an exercise in which a student listens to another

student read a passage; then the listener 'says back' what has been heard. 'Pointing,' in

which a student merely underlines words or phrases or passages that appeal to her or him,

is a wonderful way for students simply to enjoy classmates' writing before having to

explain why. Others include 'what's almost or implied', in which the reader or listener

notes implications o[ the writer's words which may not be explicifly stated; 'believing and

doubting', which asks the reader to both accept and reject (in turn) what the writer is

saying; and finally, 'movies of the reader's mind', in which the reader is asked to say what

was on her mind while reading the papern (Holt, IW2,388). It is this interplay of the

subjective and the socially-mediated exercises which insures that students write

imaginatively as well as analytically.

Collaborative Writinq

Ideally, collaborative writing can engage students in intellectually stimulating

discussions leading to superior writing. The tasks are collaborative and are achieved

within a cooperative framework. However, cooperative learning skills need to be modeled

and practiced. More importantly, research by Sheila Clawson has revealed that
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collaborative writing can improve individual writing skills, perception of individual writing

ability, and attitudes towards writing (Clawson, 1993). Through the use of surveys,

questionnaires, interviews, and observations, it was discovered that collaborative writing

had an impact on individual writing in the following ways: number and development of

ideas, quality of writing, risks taken with vocabulary and sentence structure, and the length

of papers. But the real measure of success is the individual assessments of studenBr own

writing. The following quotations are representative of what students cited as advantages

and disadvantages to mllaborative writing: (l) 'You get a lot of different viewpoints and

opinions in one piece of writing" (Clawson, 1993 ,62). (2) 'l now pay more attention to

who my audience is' (Clawson, 1993 , &). (3) 'l dislike collaborative writing because I

like working alone. More people means arguments* (Clawson, 1993, 63). Clawson,s

results confirmed Spear's (1%8) findings that developing student interaction skills

enhances composing skills. In fact, collaborative writing and cooperative learning can

powerfully impact individual wri ting.

Responses to Collaborative Writin B

Collaborative writing is a team effort, not a solitary one. Recommendations to high

school English teachers are as follows: -(l) Begin with a Gmd Assignmenr. (2) Select

Writing Teams with Care. (3) Conduct Writing Workshops. (a) Allow for Variation in

Writing Processes" (Brockman, 1994, 60). Collaborative writing reduces the workload,

fortunately, for the teacher. Another advantage ctrn be found in the sharing of ideas and

testing of arguments with one's peers.

Yet, students have found it difficult to merge writing styles, and the group itself

may be detrimental to the progress of the group. Elizabeth Blackburn Brockman asked

eight former students tro respond to what they thought about collaborative writing. They

shared these thoughts: groups of three are gmd, members need to work well together to
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be successful, a mixture of creative minds is too much, and it is beneficial to share ideas

and receive comments from peers (Brockman, 1994).

Mary Ifuszyca and Angela M. Krueger revealed how the last four years of the

I-Search project supported students learning best in a collaborative environment. Also,

conversations in peer Sroups enhanced learning and gave students both confidence and

independence as writers and thinkers. In fact, learning as a transforming experience was

the goal of this I-Search project. The students were encouraged uo reflect and converse

with Peers, friends, family members, and teachers on their writing. At the end of the

project each writer was asked to pause and reflect and write about the process itself. The

researchers made this statement in response to the metacognition of the students: "What

we lind important in these reflections is the voice in the writing and the sense of ownership

and personal responsibility for learning they reveal" (Kaszycaand Krueger, lgg4, g5).

Another research project involved a university supervisor and a ninth grade English

teacher who collaborated on collaborative writing for a quarter. They formed writing

grouPs of three students each, they modeled coauthoring an essay on a topic selected by

the class, and students were audiotaped. Process became more important than the product.

tr^th Eroup had one person who took notes on what the group was saying; each group

planned on paPer and wrote the paper together as a group. As the teachers observed the

groups, listened to the lapes, and interviewed the students, it became clear that the students

discovered their own strengths and weaknesses and used this information to divide writing

responsibilities within the group structure (Dale, lW4). When the students engaged each

other in productive cognitive conflict, they evaluated ideas which led them to revise as they

wrote. The researchers discovered the n...interactions and negotiations of collaborative

writing at its best are often planning, composing, revising, and editing all together,, (Dale,

t9g4,7O).
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Another researcher, Romana P. Hillebrand, devised a collaborative writing

assignment for her first-year composition class. Groups of three were formed according to

strengths of form, creativity, and mechanics. Not only did the teacher assume the role of a

guide, but also she allowed students a choice to submit a group essay instead of an

individual one. Unfortunately, her groupings and choice option proved to be

counterproductive to the collaborative process with too much control by the teacher.

Moreover, the students needed more class time and time to get acquainted. The teacher

liked the product and the students disliked the process. The teacher learned that groups

needed "...to Practice experimenting with the collaborative mode, and ... to practice

collaborating with each of their classmates in ever-changlng small groups that work

together on smaller tasks" (Hillebrand, 1994, Z4).

Summarrr

In summary, one notes that writing groups are both new and old. Insructors

interested in using writing groups in their classes can lind studies on the methodological

dimensions of writing groups. Research has been conducted in the following areas: when

and how [o form grouPs, strategies for training students, ways to establish criteria for

evaluating writing, variations on group procedures, advantages inherent in using groups,

and evidence of the effectiveness of writing groups in improving writing. In fact, peer

collaboration in writing can be an effective process for improving individual writing skills.

Improvements in the quality of writing and in the attitudes of students toward writing are

two major advantages of the collaborative writing process. Although writing has its

solitary side and conllicts do occur in writing group,s, the new status writing groups have

attained in recent years strengthen the notion that writing groups highlight the social

dimension of writing. Collaborative relationships empower the participants. More

importantly, the most potent source of power is the power of modeling, giving, and
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receiving support. Moreover, not only can collaborative writing groups encourage

creativity, but also growth can occur in the collaborative relationship in both the social and

intellectual realm. Most importantly, growth occurs in a collaborative relationship. In

other words, nurturing growth in the classroom and in the workplace is a challenge that

can be addressed through collaborating groups. Collaborative writing has the potential to

unlock the writer's potential and maximize the skills of all the students in the group. In

fact, collaborative writing has the potential to enhance individual writing and positively

affect the individual's attitude towards writing.

Collaborative writing can engage students in intellectually stimulating discussions

leading to quality writing. Most importantly, the tasks are collaborative and are achieved

within a cooperative framework. Research has revealed that collaborative writing can

improve individual writing skills and anitudes toward writing. Chapter III elaborates on

how this study utilized specific instructional strategie.s in two mainstream high school

English classes for the purpose of assessing writing skills and attitudes in one control class

and in one experimental class.
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CHAPTER THREE

overview of Instructional Design and procedures

Introduction

This chapter is an elaboration on how this study explores a collaborative writing

process. This Process utilizes specific instructional strategies in two mainstream

sophomore English classes at Chaska High School, located fifteen miles southwest of

Minneapolis, Minnesota, in the suburban seven county metropolitan area. The purpose of

the study is to assess the impact of collaborative writing on writing quality and attitudes

toward writing.

In the lirst week of the quarter, a two day writing pretest on a generic topic of high

interest to all students was given to two classes of Literature-Writing l0A. The specific

written pretest and posttest assessment instructions (see Appendix B) were adapted firom

the Richfield High School English department assessment procedures with special

permission from the department chairperson (M. Abele, personal communication, May 19,

1994). One class was the control group, and one class was the experimental group. When

the writing pretest was completed, it was holistically scored by the author and nvo other

English teachers who followed the written assessment instructions (Appendix C) on the

specific criteria to be assessed. Both ttre control class and the experimental class studied

the same literary selections during the quarter from the five Iiterary genres: short story,

novel, poetry, drama, and nonfiction. A variety of written and oral activities were given in

each of the genres. The control group wrote the assignments individually after direct

teacher instruction followed by individual student practice lessons. However, after direct

teacher instruction the experimental group engaged in collaborative group practice lessons

on specific prts of the writing assignments before each student wrote the assignment

individuully.
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In the middle of the quarter and at the end of the quarter, students in both groups

evaluated the writing process used in their class. In the last week of the quarter, a two-day

writing posttest on the silme topic was administered to both the control and the

experimental group. Once again the author and two other English teachers assessed the

posttests using the same criteria for holistic written assessment (see Appendix C). The

goals of the author were to examine the impact of collaborative writing lessons on

individual attitudes and specific writing lessons. Now let us turn to the specific details on

the composition of the classes, the curriculum of the classes, and the questions on the

writing process and content in the classes.

Sample

Two sections of sophomore students in the mainstream Literature-Writing l0A
English classes taught by the author of this study involved approximately 50 Chaska High

School students. One class was the control group, and the other class was the

experimental grouP. The mainstream classes generally have one to three special education

students; therefore, these students participated in all the writing lessons. However, their

written assessment scores and atdnrdinal responses were not included in the results of the

study. Each class had a mixture of ability levels, sexes, and leadership qualities; however,

these nvo Literature-Writing l0A English classes were basically composed of average !o

bel ow-average learners.

ProcedureE

The study itself began the first week of the tg*1-1995 school year, and it
concluded in the ninth week of the first quarter. Students and parents signed a letter of
consent granting the author permission to coltect data for a study in two Literature-Writing

104 classes (see Appendix A). In the first week of the quarter, students in both classes

took a pretest in order tro assess specific writing skills. Then the students in both classes
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studied these five literary genres: short story, novel, poetry, drama, and nonfiction. Each

unit of study, based on historical periods ranging from colonial America to

modern time, involved oral activities, written assignments, videos, and group work.

The major difference between the control class and the experimental class was in the

writing Process lessons. Whereas the control class worked individually during the six

writing process lessons, the experimental class first worked collaboratively and then

individually during the six writing process lessons.

In the middle of the quarter and at the end of the quarter, students in both classes

were asked to evaluate the writing content and the process used in their classes. A pilot

survey was given to the students in both classes in order to give the teacher feedback on

the clarity of the questions. The survey questions were revised and these five questions

wete given to each studenfi (1) How do you feel about the content of the writing lessons?

(2) How do you feel about the process of the writing lessons? (3) What have you learned

from the lessons? (4) What has helped you in the lessons? (5) What has not hel@ you in

the lessons? The author recorded the anecdotal responses by conducting 4 gontex[nel

analysis which noted the kinds of language used, such as the positive, negative, and

neutral words, in order to compare the initial evaluations to the evaluations written at the

end of the quarter (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). In the last week of the quarter, students in

both classes completed a posttest in order to assess their progress in writing.

Instructional ProcedureF in Both Classes

The instructional methodologias for the control and experimental groups were

similar in many ways. Both groups completed the same written pretest and posttest and

answered the same five attitudinal questions during the middle of the quarter and at the end

of the quarter. Also, both the control class and the experimental class studied the same

literary genres and literary selections. Moreover, both the control class and experimental
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class were given the same direct teacher instnrction for the writing process lessons, the

same writing assignment topics, and the same required written criteria. The major

difference was in the writing process. The control group worked on the writing lessons

individually after direct teacher instmction, and the experimental group worked

collaboratively in small groups on the writing lessons after direct teacher instruction.

Control Class Methedology

The control group in the Literature-Writing 10A class,w&s given a two day written

pretest at the beginning of the quarter. The writing pretests question, which has been used

successfully in previous composition classes by the author of this study, was as follows:

What is your opinion of Chaska High School? The directions were to write a three, [our,

or five paragraph essay, and a handout was given to each student on the specific directions

(see Appendix B). The snrdents were given one day to plan, prewrite, and compose a

rough draft. The second day was the typing day on the word processor in the computer

lab. Then the class studied the live literary Benres of the various historical periods. Oral

and written work was completed as students studied specific literary selections. Five

attitudinal questions were administered to students in the middle of the quarter and at the

end of the quarter. A nvo day written posttest at the end of the quarter was administered to

the control class. The writing posttest question was as follows: What is your opinion of

Chaska High School?

The methodology used in the control group was highly structured by the author of

this study. Student involvement included individual assignments, small group

discussions, and class discussion. Writing process lessons based on the literary selections

studied in class consisted of direct teacher instruction and individual work on six writing

skill lessons. Lesson one was the supporting material (see Appendix D); lesson two was

the comma (see Appendix E); lesson three was the semicolon (see Appendix F;; lesson
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four was the colon (see Appendix G); lesson five was sentence structure consisting of

sentence types and varied sentence beginnings (see Appendix H); and lesson six was the

form of an essay (see Appendix I). Randomly selected writings from individuals were

transferred to the chalkboard for all the students to critique. Prmfreading by partners and

self-assessment were required in each of the individual writings.

Experimental Class Methodologlv

The experimental class in Literature-Writing 10A was given a two day written

pretest at the beginning of the quarter. The pretest question was the same question given to

the confrol class: What is your opinion of Chaska High School? The directions were to

write a three, four, or five paragraph essay, and a handout on the specific directions was

given [o each student (see Appendix B). The snrdents were given one day to plan,

prewrite, and compose a rough draft. The second day was spent typing on the word

Processor in the computer lab. Then the class studied the same Iive literary genres

intermingled with the various historical periods. Orat and written work was completed as

students studied specific literary selections. Five attitudinat quastions were administered to

students in the middle of the quarter and at the end of the quarter. The same two day

written Posttest was administered to the experimental class at the end of the quarter. The

writing posttest question w&s as follows: What is your opinion of Chaska High School?

The methodology used in the experimental group was different from the control

group in the writing Process. The author structured the collaborative writing groups based

on the six suggestions by Lisa Ede and Andrea Lundford (1985). The collaborative

learning experiences involved the following strategies: (l) mixing ability levels, sexes,

and leadership qualities in the groups, (2) structuring the group tasks so students

understand the goals, (3) organizing class discussion groups, (4) assigning a group grade,

(5) allowing time to guide the group activities, and (6) addressing concerns and anxieties
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about group work. Moreover, the author asked one group to model how to arrive at

consensus, look at the issue from different viewpoints, listen and be respectful of others,

and infer sound conclusions (Ede and Lunsford, 1985). The writing assignments included

the same topic, directions, and list of criteria as those given to the control group.

However, the students in *re collaborative writing group lessons would talk, negotiate,

debate, argue, and reach consensus at every stage of the writing process flrom the topic

selection to the final revision. Most importantly, u warm-up lesson was scheduled for

practicing the various roles and strategies to be used in the writing process lessons.

Student involvement was in the individual assignments, small group discussions, small

collaborative writing process lessons, and class discussions.

Specific writing skill process lessons based on the literary selections studied in

class consisted of direct teacher instruction, collaborative work, and individual work on six

writing skill lessons. Lesson one was the supporting material (see Appendix D); lesson

two was the comma (see Appendix E); lesson three was the semicolon (see Appendix D;
lesson four was the colon (see Appendix G); lesson five was sentence structure consisting

of sentence types and varied sentence beginnings (see Appendix H); and lesson six was the

form of the essay (see Appendix I). Each group shared a specilic part of the assignment

with the rest of the class by using the chalkboard. An oral debriefing session for each of

the six group writing Iessons involved all the students with the teacher as the facilitator of

the discussion. These three questions were asked of the class: (1) What worked well in

your group? (2) What could your group work on for the next writing lesson? (3) What

else would you like to comment on today regarding the process? After the debriefing

session was completed, the students individually completed a writing assignment.

Proofreading and self-assessment were required in each of the individual writings.
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Instruction for the students in the experimental class was peer-centered with

guidance offered from the author at the appropriate times. The highly interactive

instmctional collaborative groups were monitored in all phases of the writing process.

Summarv

-

In both the control class and the experimental class the specilic writing skill process

lessons followed this format:

1. Teacher instructions on-process and content will be given along
with a model presented on the overhead.

2. Teacher selected. Brlups of four students will arrange their desks
so they lace each other.

3. Handouts on group instructions on the roles, the time limit, the
grading process, and ttr.e specific activity wift Ue pictrJ up'by ;
designated group member.

4. Group speakers-wilr then share with the class.
5. Group work will be handed in to the teacher.
6. A debrie{ing sgssion involving all the students with their desks

arranged in acircle will ue faclitated by the teacher.
7. An individual.S*igtment to check understandint will be written.8. The teacher will model on the overhead tr"* io plmfread the 

-

assignment.
9. Individuals will then give their essay assignments to partners of

their choice to be proofreaO.
10. Partners will return proofread assignments so revisions carr be

made.
I 1. Individual assignments will then be handed in to the teacher.
12. The teacher will score rhe individual assignm*nLl

The control class completed only steps L,'l,g, g, 10, I1, and 12.

OverviFw of As$essments

Evaluation gives direction to a learning situation. It assists the teacher in

determining future learning experiences; it helps the teacher to know whether the students

are challenged to study and learn. More importantly, it allows the teacher to know if the

amount of instruction, the kinds of ways used to motivate learning, and the rate at which

learning is taking Place are effective. It gives the learner and the teacher a sense of
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accomplishment, or it can be a signal to improve or change the approach to learning.

Consequently, the teacher and the group members should be constantly evaluaung their

learning experiences. Before the session, the teacher should plan for ways to evaluate the

session for the day. During the session, the teacher and the group members (see

Appendix K) should be aware of the happenings to determine whether real and effective

learning is taking place. After the session, the teacher and the group members should

allow time to determine what experiences have been effective and what experiences should

be improved (Lrypol dt, 1W?).

Everyone who is involved in the leaming experience should have an opportunity to

participate in the evaluation process. Everyone has a different perspective on the learning

situation; therefore, without participation by everyone, evaluation cannot be valid. 'Since

evaluation provides an opportunity to determine whether goals are achieved, and since the

goals set are stated in terms of changes that are desired in the learners, evaluation must

determine what, if any, changes have taken placen (t*ypoldt, Lg72,l 18). The desired

changes are in the areas of knowing, feeling, and doing. Some indications of changes in

feeling can be given by questionnaires. Also, changes in action can be assessed by the

overt behavior of individuals. The most widely used means of evaluation is a post-reaction

sheet which gives the group members an opportunity to express their thoughts and feeling

about the learning situation at the end of the session. Three questions can be asked of the

group members: What did you like best? What did you like least? What was most helpful

to you? In conclusion, evaluation is not the end of the learning experience. It is the

beginning of progress (Lrypoldt, lY72). This kind of post reaction format was used in

this study after each writing skill lesson.
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Besides evaluating the effects of group work qualitatively, the teacher needs to

evalu,ate the impact of group work quantitatively. Techniques have been developed which

yield quantitative information used to describe progress or change in individual students as

well as comparative success of groups to students (Archbald & Newmann, 1988). It is

often useful to break achievement into discrete parts in order "...to measure proficiencies

under standard conditions that permit comparisons over tirne and benveen student groups,

and to assign numbers that stand for varying degrees of success so that assessment can be

summarized in a simple indicator and aggregated" (Archbald & Newmann, 1988, 6).

Grading essays using holistic scoring procedures not only wilt help the teacher to identify

students who need extra writing instruction, but also it will help the teacher to identify

strengths and weaknesses in writing instruction. Teachers can use guidelines with written

criteria coresponding to each of four possible scores: 1 (highly flawed, not competent), 2

(unacceptable, not competent),3 (minimally competent, acceptable), 4 (competent, clear

mastery). Specific criteria for each of the scores range from usage errors to effective

ParagraPh transition (Archbald & Newmann, 1988). Holistic scoring was used in this

study to assess the qualify of both the pretests and the posttests.

In order for the teacher to analyze attitudinal responses in a written survey, a

qualitative methodology known as grounded theory can be used in the reporting of the

procedures used in the particular study. Grounded theory is "...a qualitative research

method that uses a systematic set of procedures to develop an inductively derived grounded

theory about a phenomenonn (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 24). Its procedures are designed

so the method meets the criteria for doing the following : significance, theory-obsenration

compatibility, generalizability, reproducibility, precision, rigor, and verification. The issue
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here is how the canons are interpreted and defined in the grounded theory approach.

To discover meaning in data the researcher needs theoretical sensitivity and the

ability to visualize with analytic depth what is there. In fact, in the early analytic stages the

researcher needs ways of opening up his or her thinking about the phenomena being

studied. This is where questioning becomes helpful. Questioning helps one think of

potential categories, their properties, and their dimensions. The basic questions are Who?

When? Where? What? How? How much? and Why? (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

Yet, the researcher does not always need a list of questions in order to examine the data

This can be done with the analysis of a word, phase, or sometimes with a single word.

The analysis of a word, phrase, or sentence c€rn teach the researcher "how to raise

questions about possible meanings, whether assumed or intended, by u speaker and those

around him or her" (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 1981). This type of analysis helps bring out

one's assumptions about what is being said and forces one to examine and question them.

When the words are placed in categories, the data will take on new meaning for the

researcher. This word analysis approach is called contextual analysis. Thus, the

examination of negative, positive, and neutral words in an attitudinal survey administered

to students will help the teacher in the analysis of the responses by the students. This

shategy was used in this study to analyze the attitudinal suryeys.

Research.Instruments

This study incorporated two major evaluation tools. The first one was the holistic

scoring for written work, and the second one w&s the contextual word analysis for the

attitudinal survey. The writing pretest and posttest question on the topic of Chaska High

School was selected because it had been used successfully in the past in the author's

composition classes (see Appendix B). The criteria for holistic scoring required in both the

pretest and posttest has proven to be a reliable and valid measurement in the author's past
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composition classes for holistically assessing improvement in specific individual writing

skills. The scores ftrnged from 4 (the highest) to 1 (the lowest).

The questions to measure students' attitudes about the wridng content and the

writing process with the group writing skill lessons and without the group writing skill

lessons were given in the middle of the quarter and at the end of the quarter (see Appendix

L). The author examined anecdotal remarks by conducting a contextual analysis which

noted the kinds of language used, such as the positive and negative words, in order to

compare the evaluations written during the middle of the qu,arter to the evaluations written

at the end of the qutrter (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Positive responses were ones which

suggested something good or helpful; negative responses suggested something not good or

not helpful; neutral responses suggested something was both good and bad or was stated

in the form of advice.

Holistic Scorine Procedures

The overall procedures followed in this study will now be discussed. First, this

study involved the author and two other English teachers from the author's department in

two evaluation sessions on the writing pretests and posttests. In the first evaluation

session ten benchmark tests were randomly pulled out from the pretest stack and duplicated

for each of the other two department readers. The three teachers holistically scored them

(Archbald & Newmann, 1!)88), and the scores were compared and discussed. Then the

teachers reached consensus on each of the benchmark papers. The remaining tests were

divided evenly into three stacks, and each of the pretests were read twice. The teachers

holistically scored the pretests independenfly by recording the numbers next to the code

numbers listed on a separate sheet of paper (see Appendix N). When the pretests were

scored twice, two readers compared their scores. If there was a one point difference, the

two readers reread the pretest and agreed on a score. If there was a two point difference
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between the scores, the third reader read the pretest and assigned it a score. The pretest

scores of the two classes were compared by the author to see if the students were in the

same ability range,

During the second evaluation session ten benchmark tests again were randomly

pulled out from the posttest stack and duplicated for each of the other two depaflment

readers. The three teachers holistically scored them (Archbald & Newmann, lfflg), and

the scores were compared and discussed. Once again the teachers reached consensus on

each of the benchmark paPers. Then the teachers holistically scored the remaining

Posttests independently by recording the number scores next to the code numbers listed on

a sepamte sheet of paper (see Appendix N). The same process of reading each posttest

twice and reaching consensus on a score was followed. The author listed the posttest

scores of all three readers on one sheet (see Appendix o).

Next, the author seParated and tabulated the posttest scores of the control class and

the experimental class (see Appendix P). The writing posttest scores of the control class

and the writing posttest scores of the experimental class were then compared by the author;

the differences in the scores were measured to determine the impact of the experimental

class methodology as opposed to the control class methodology.

In assessing the five attitudinal questions, the author of this study recorded

anecdotal remarks written by the students during the middle of the quarter and at the end of
the quarter. A contextual analysis was conducted to note the kinds of lang,age used in

terms of three categories: positive words, negative words, and neutral words. Then the

author of this study compared the anecdotal remarks written by the students during the

middle of the quarter to the anecdotal remarks written at the end of the quarter (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990).

Since the intent of this study was to examine the impact of collaborative writing on

the individual writer's attitude and skills, the following questions were examined by the
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authon (1) Have attitudes toward writing changed? (2) How has the experimental group

improved? (3) Has the experimential group improved more than the control group? (4)

What worked in this study? ($ \uhat did nor work in rhis study? (6) If this srudy was to
be replicated, what would be done differently?

Summary

By using the same attitudinal questioru and the sirme written pretest and posttest,

having both groups study the same literary genres, asking both groups the same discussion

questions, having both groups work on the same writing lessons, and giving the same

topic list and criteria list for the writing assignments in each unit of study, reliability is
assured' The methodology used in the control class was teacher directed and involved

individual writing lessons. In conmst, the methodology used in the experimental class

involved modeling of group behavior and tasks, group work on specific writing skill

lessons, feedback in terms of debrieting sessions after each of the group collaborative

writing lessons' and written feedback on individual writing from other group members

(see Appendix M). In other words, the experimental class spent time on the group learning

process during the writing lessons, and the control class was not involved in group work
during the writing skill lessons. Therefore, the two classes were not on the same time

schedule' since this study involved two new groups of students during the first quarter of
the new block schedule at the high school, this variable made the endeavor an unique

Iearning experience for both the students and the teacher.
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CFIAPTER FOUR

Results of Study

Introduction

The purpose of ttris study was to examine what happened to individual student

writing skills and attitudes toward writing when students participated in collaborative

writing activities. A pretest, six writing skill lessons, and a posttest were presented to a

control class of high school sophomore students in Literature-Writing 10A and to an

experimental cla.ss of high school sophomore students in Literature-Writing 10A. The onty

different variable between the two classes was in ttre writing process when peer

collaboration was practiced in the experimental class in order to assess the impact of peer

collaboration on individual writing skills of students. An attitudinal survey was

administered to both classes in the middle of the quarter and at the end of the quarter to

assess the thoughts and feelings of students toward the content and process used in the

classroom.

The results and findings of this study in terms of the written pretests and posttests,

the writing skill lessons, and the attitudinal surveys will now be analped for both the

control class and the experimental class in Uterature-Writing 10A.

Control Class

This class, Literature-Writing 10A, met second block in the morning and consisted

of 18 boyt and 9 girls. One student was in the gifted program, one Asian student had

English as a second language, one student needed to feel in control of the class, one

student was a teacher-pleaser, and three students performed at a high academic level. The

other 2O students ranged from talkative and likable students who needed personal and

positive feedback from the teacher daily to several students who refused to take notes and

were inattentive. In other words, the snrdents were physically active and verbal.
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Basically, all types of ability levels were represented in this class; however, approximately

nine students performed at an academically below-average level on their class assignments.

Written Asspssment

A written pretest was administered to this control class at the beginning of the

quarter and at the end of the quarter in order to assess individual writing skills in terms of

ideas, organization, supporting material, transitions, sentence structure, and punctuation.

The author of this study and two other English teachers holistically scored the pretests (see

Appendix C). The scores ranged from 4 (the highe.st) to I (the lowesr). Table 1 shows the

results of the control class pretest scores.

Table 1: Control Class Pretest Scores

Score Students Who Achieved This Score

4

3

2

1

0

3

t4

l0

Writigrg Skill I-essons

During the next six weeks one writing skill lesson per week was introduced,

practiced, and applied to a specilic literary selection currently being studied in class. All

the writing skill lessons followed the same format; therefore, only lesson two on the

comma will be specifically discussed. The specific writing skill process lessons used in

the control class were outlined in twelve steps in chapter three. The teacher insffuction on

the use of the comma in writing consisted of a concept attainment lesson in which sample
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sentences were written on a transparency and put on the overhead for the students to view.

After two sample sentences were reviewed on the overhead, students were asked to write

sentences of their own which would match the pattern of the two sentences modeled by the

teacher. Then the teacher asked for a volunteer student to write his or her sentence on the

chalkboard. Next, the teacher asked the class what common sens€ rules could be written

to explain how to use this first type o[ comma. After several rules were generated by the

students, a handout on the textbook rules was given to ttre students. This process was

followed for ttre four comma rules: series, main clause, parenttretical, and appositive. The

students were instructed to practice the latter four Upes of commas in a one-page diary

response by imagining they were John Proctor, from The Cruciblg by Anhur Miller, and

record his thoughts and feelings based on Act I. As the students were writing this

l1minute response, the teacher scored the practice sentences written by the students by

putting a pass or finish grade on the top of the paper. When the students completed the

laminute response on John Proctor, the teacher modeled how to provide feedback to the

writer. The students exchanged the one-page writing, read them, signed them, and put

them in a basket on the front table. The teacher selected six at random to be read to the

class. These writings were scored by the teacher with a 3 (excellent), 2 (satisfactory), or 1

(needs more work). When the drama The Crucible was completed in class, the students

were assigned a one-page chamcter sketch on a character of their choice, and they were to

include specific requirements in the writing. One of the requirements was to include three

out of the four commas in the writing. The teacher assigned a letter grade of A, B, C, D,

or NG (incomplete process) to the finished producl The practice sentences and diary

resPonse took two class days, the character sketch was a homework assignment with three

lAminute writing sessions three days in a row with teacher assistance, and one 4Aminute

word processing session was scheduled in the computer lab.

At the end of the quarter, the same pretest question was administered to the control
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class students as their written posttest. Once again the intent of the posttest was to assess

individual writing skills in terms of ideas, organization, supporting material, transitions,

sentence structure, and punctuation. The author of this study and two other English

teachers holistically scored the posttest. The scores ranged from 4 (the highest) to I (the

lowest). Table 2 shows the results of the control class posttest scores.

Table 2: Control Class Posttest Scores

Score Students Who Achieved This Score

4

3

7

I

I

I
T7

I

In summary, Figure I compares the pretest scores to the posttest scores in the

control class.

Figure 1 :Control Group: Pretest vs. Posttest
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Attitudinal Survev

In the middle of the qurter and at the end of the quarter, students in the conkol

class were administered an attitudinal survey. These survey questions were given to each

student: (1) How do you feel about the content of the writing lessons? (2) How do you

feel about the process of the writing lessons? (3) What have you learned from the lessons?

(4) What has helped you in the lessons? (5) What has not helped you in the lessons?

After the students completed their written responses, the teacher tabulated all the

positive responses, all the negative responses, and all the neutral responses. Positive

resPonses were ones which suggested something good or helpful; negative responses

suggested something not good or not helpful; neutral responses suggested something was

both good and bad or was in the form of advice. The positive responses totaled 91. The

three responses made most frequently were as follows: "covered topics just fine,, ,learned

how to do evidence and punctuation,n and ncontent helpful in writing lessons." The

negative responses totaled 47. The three responses made most frequently were as follows:
nlong work assignments,n "went too fast," and "noise.n The neutral responses totaled 4.

Three responses made by students were as follows: "ok,n "do rules first," and "sometimes

taught lesson I already know.' The questions were worded to evoke both positive and

negative resPonses (see Appendix L), and the number of positive responses were

approximately double the negative responses.

Then the attitudinal survey was once again administered to the control class at the

end of the quarter. After the students completed their written responses, the teacher

tabulated all the positive responses, all the negative responses, and all the neutral

responses. The positive responses totaled 88. The three positive responses made most

frequently were as follows: 'very good content,n "learned about commas, semicoloffi,

colons, and composition writing," and nwriting given a better structure.n The negative

responses totaled 50. The three negative responses made most frequently were as follows:
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"needs to be explained better,' "go slower," and "everyone talking." The neutral

responses totaled 7. Three responses made by students were as follows: "confusing, but

effective," nfirst hard, then easier,' and nnot best, but ok.n The positive responses

decreased and the negative responses increased at the end of the quarter. This is realistic.

Students tend to be more critical with the passage of time and the pressures at the end of

the quarter.

Experi.mental Class

This class, Literahrre-Writing 10A, met block 4 at the end of the school day and

consisted of 15 boys and 10 girls. Orr the first day of the class, iul asseftive student

exclaimed, "l can't work except in groups!" One student had a hearing loss, one student

wa.s in special services with an attendance probtem, three students were on behavior

contracts with parents calling the teacher every two weeks for progress reports, one

student received an award for exceptional classroom participation at the end of the quarter,

four students performed at a high academic level, and one student was repeating the class.

Of the remaining 14 students, five reported to class from a block 3 physical education

class, and they continued to be physically aggressive in the classroom. The other 9

students performed at an academically avemge or below-average level on their class

assingments. In other words, this class was a diverse mix of challenging students.

Written Assessment

A written pretest was administered to this experimental class at the beginning of the

quarter and at the end of the quarter in order to assess individual writing skills in terms of

ideas, organization, supporting material, transitions, sentence stmcture, and punctgation.

The author of this study and two other English teachers holistically scored the pretests.

The scores ftrnged from 4 (the highest) to I (ttre lowest). Table 3 shows the results of the

experimental class pretest scores.
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Table 3: Experimental Class hetest Score

Score Students Who Achieved This Score

4

3

2

0

8

10

6I

WritinB Skill L.essons

During the next six weeks one writing skill lesson per week was introduced,

practiced, and applied to a specilic literary selection currently being studied in class. All

the writing skill lessons followed the same format; therefore, only lesson two on the

comma will be specifically discussed. The specific writing skill process lessons used in

the experimental class were outlined in twelve steps in chapter three. The teacher

instruction on the use of the comma in writing consisted of a concept atlainment lesson in

which sample sentences were written on a transparency and put on the overhead for the

students to view. After two sample sentenffis were discussed on the overhead, students

were instructed to write sentences o[ their own which would match the pattern of the two

sentences modeled by the teacher. Then the teacher asked for a volunteer student to write

his or her sentence on the chalkboard. Next, the teacher asked the class what common

sense rules could be written to explain how to use this first type of comma. After several

rules were generated by the students, a handout on the textbook rules was given to the

students. This process was followed for these four comma types: series, main clause,

parenthetical, and appositive.

It was at this polnt in the lesson where the collaborative learning activity was

introduced. A handout on the roles of group members was given to each student. The
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roles of facilitator, recorder, superl/isor, and speaker were explained (see Appendix J).

Then the teacher assigned a group activity with specific directions involving the names of

the group members, the time limit, the grading process, and the specific group writing

assignment. Once the group members put their desks together, they had the option to

select one of these topics for their group writing: homecoming, summer, Minnesota

television, Parents, school, or pollution. After the group roles had been decided, the

facilitators of each group picked up the assignment cards from the teacher and proceeded to

complete the grouP assignments. The instructions on the card were to write sentences

collaboratively relating to the selected topic which would illustrate each of the four comma

types. When the sentences were completed, the supervisor was to show the completed

sentences to the teacher for a Pass or finish grade. When the group received the acceptable

pa.ss grade, the next step was to write one group paragraph on the topic incorporating a

topic sentence, the four types of commas, and a clincher sentence. After the paragraph

writing was completed, the speaker of each group read the paragnaphs aloud to the rest of

the class. This part of the lesson seemed to be an enjoyable one, for the class listened

attentively to the oral readings by the student speakers.

Immediately following the group readings, a debriefing session on the group work

was facilitated by the teacher. The students gave feedback to the teacher on these three

questions: (l) What worked well in your group today? (2) What could your group work

on for the next writing session? (3) What else would you like to comment on today

regarding the process? The responses to question one were generally about how the group

focused on the assignment; the responses to question two generally stressed the need to

have everyone involved in the group task; the responses to question three were how the

groups worked well together, but needed more time.

The next day of class the experimental class was given the sirme assignment as the

control class on the drama The trruqbb. They were instructed to practice individually the
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four comma types in a-one page diary response by imagining th*y were John Proctor and

writing his thoughts and feelings based on Act I. As the students were writing this

l$minute response, the teacher scored the group paragraphs with a pass or finish. After

the l5-minute limit passed, the teacher modeled how to provide feedback tio the writer.

The students were then instructed to get into their assigned groups from the previous day,

rotate the roles, and select one writing from the group to be read by the speaker to the rest

of the class. All the writings from all of the students were then given to the teacher to be

scored with a 3 (excellent), 2 (satisfactory), or I (needs more work). When the oral

reading of the drama The Crucible was completed in class, the students were individually

assigned a one-page character sketch on a character of their choice, and they were to

include specific requirements along with three out of the four comma types. The day

before the final copy was to be typed in the computer lab, the groups worked together and

used the assignment sheet as a checklist to see if all the requirements were included

correctly in the drafts. The students were then instructed to revise their drafts according to

the proofreading suggestions of the group.

The practice sentences, group work, debriefing session, and diary response

tmk three class days. The character sketch was homework with one 4S-minute

proofreading session; one 4Aminute word process session was scheduled in the computer

lab the day after the grouP proofreading session. Once again the entire process of learning

how to incorporate the comma correctly into writing assignments and practicing group

social skills involved more time than anticipated. It took the experimental class an extra

9O-minute class block of time to cover the material as compared to the time used by the

control class.

At the end of the quarter, a written posttest question (the same question as the

pretest) was administered to the experimental class. The intent of the posttest once again

was to assess individual writlng skills in terms o[ideas, organization, supporting material,
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transitions, sentence structure, and punctuation. The author of this study afld two other

English teachers holistically scored the posttest. The scores ranged from 4 (the highest) ro

1 (the lowest). Table 4 shows the results of the experimental class posttest.

Table 4: Experimental Class Posttest Scores

In summary, figure 2 comPares the pretest scores to the posttest scores in the

experimental class.

Student Who Achieved This ScoreScore

4

3

2

I

I

I
l1

4

Figure 2: Experimental Group: pretest vs. posttest
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Anitudinal Survey

In the middle of the quarter and at the end of the qua.rter, students in the

experimental class were administered an attinrdinal survey. These survey questions were

given to each studenL (1) How do you feel about the content of the writing lessons?

(2) How do you feel about the process of the writing lessons? (3) What have you learned

from the lessons? (4) What has helped you in the lessons? (5) What has nor helped you in

the lessons?

After the students completed their written responses, the teacher tabulated all the

positive responses, all the negative responses, and all the neutral responses. The positive

responses totaled 91. The three positive responses made most frequently were as flollows:

"correctly use semicolons and commas," "use of examples helpful," and "learned alot."

The negative responses totaled 30. The three negative responses made most frequently

were as follows: "too long to do," nwriting sentences on board did not help," and "people

talking." The neutral responses total 5. Three neutral responses made by shrdents were as

follows: "go over it more than once,o "wasted time, but helped ffie," and "writing lessons

might be helpful to others, but I don't like them.' The questions were worded to evoke

both positive and negative responses (see Appendix L), and the number of positive

responses was triple the negative responses.

Then the attitudinal survey was once again administered to the experimental class at

the end of the quarter. After the students completed their written responses, the teacher

tabulated all the positive responses, all the negative responses, and all the neutral

responses. The positive responses totaled &[. The positive responses made most

frequently were as follows: "types of commas, colons, sentences improved,n "group work

helped," and "good process.n The negative responses total 48. The three negative

responses made most frequently were as follows: "too fast,o "too long," and "homework
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frustrating for I am busy.n The neutral responses trotaled l. The neutral response made by

one student was as follows: nhave no answeron whatdid not help.n The positive

responses decreased and the negative responses increased at the end of the quarter. This is

realistic. Students tend to be more critical with the passage of time and the pressures at the

end of the quarter.

Comparisons of Written hetest and, P.opttest Assessments

Pretests and posttests were administered to the two classes. Four logical

comparisons were made. Tables 5 and 6 compare one class to the other on each of the

tests. Tables 7 and 8 compare the pretest to the posttest results within each class.

Table 5: Comparison o[ Pretest Scores in Control and Experimental Class

Class Mean Variance
s2

Count Unpaired
n t-value

P
x

Control

Experimental

1.808

2.M3

.#2

.589

26

23
1.120 .2117

A t-value of 1.120 for this size group shows no significant difference berween the

pretest scores of the two classes. The students in the two classes were at the same

performance level in their writing skills as assessed by the pretest.
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Table 6: Comparison of Posttest Scores in Control and Experimental Class

A t-value of .705 for this size group shows no significant difference between the

posttest scores of the two classes. The snrdents in the two classes were at approximately

the same level of performan@ in their writing skills as revealed by the posttest

assessment.

Table 7: Comparison of Pretests and posttests in Control Class

A t-value of 4.924 for a group of 26does indicate a significant difference between

the pretest and the posttest scores for the control class. The students in the control class

performed at a higher level in the posttest assessment than in the pretest assessment.

Variance
s2

Unpaired
t-valuex

Count p
n

Class Mean

Control

Fxperimental

2.423

2.Ztt

.334

.632

26

23
705 .4844

Test Count UnpairedMean p

Pretast

Posttest

1.808

2.423

.#2

.334

?rt

?fi
4.yu .0001
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Table 8: Comparison of Pretests and Posttests in Experimental Class

Test Mean Variance
s2

Count Unpaired
n t-value

Px

Pretest

Posttest

2.M3

2.?t7

.589

.632

23

23
r.447 .1619

A t-value of 1 .447 for a group of 23 shows no significant difference between the

pretest and posttest scores for the experimental class. The mean score reveals an overall

improvement in the posttest assessment. However, the experimental class did not have a

significant level of improvement in the posttest assessment.

Tables 5,6, and 8 reveal no signif-lcant difference. However, Table 7 does show a

signilicant difference in comparing the pretest and the posttest scores of the control class.
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Resultq and Conclusions

As the author compares the control class to the experimental class, the pretest scores

and the posttest scores were not significanfly different. The t-test revealed no statistically

significant difference between the experimental class pretest and posttest scores. It can be

concluded the intervention was not effective in improving writing scores. Moreover, the

teacher instruction in both classes had a more positive impact than a negative impact based

on the anecdotal responses in the attitudinal surveys. In other words, the attitudinal survey

results revealed no signilicant differences between the experimental class and the control

class. Most importantly, the writing performances in both classes were basically the same.

In conclusion, what was learned from the written assessment scores and the

attitudinal sunrey responses was as follows: (l) collaborative work involved modeling and

practicing of social skills which required a longer time to learn specific writing skills,

(2) the curriculum restraints of teaching a variety of literary selections affected writing

progress, (3) the time of day affected productivity and attitudes, and (a) ilre student

population in the classroom affected the attitudes of students. In other words, the variables

identilied above constituted a challenge for both the teacher and the students.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Summary and Conclusions

Summary

Introductio.n

This study focused on the impact of collaborative writing activities on individual

attitudes and writing skills. The main question addressed was this: Is peer collaboration in

writing an effective process for improving specific individual writing skills? The

subquestions were as follows: (1) What combination of factors best ensures that high

school students will improve in their writing skills? (2) Is there a difference in writing

quality when students collaborate as opposed to individual writing? (3) How have the

attitudes of students been affected by the collaborative writing process? The response to

these questions are addressed in the following sections.

Peer Collaboration 4s a Process

Peer collaboration in writing is an effective process for improving specific

individual writing skills. However, it is just one process arnong many for helping students

improve in their writing skills. Direct teacher instruction, parurer work, and peer

collaboration in small groups add variety to skill writing lessons: therefore, all three

sffategies are beneficial to the students. Moreover, since peer collaboration involves

learning specific roles (facilitator, encourager, recorder, and speaker), time needs to be set

aside to model and practice these roles. In order to devote an adequate irmount of time to

learn these collaborative skills, the amount of literanrre studied needs to be decreased. It

simply is not possible to devote the same amount of time to literanrre and to writing if

collaborative skills need to be addressed. In other words, rnore time spent on the writing

process and less time spent on Iiterature would increase the likelihood of greater student

gains in the written posttests. If the students were allowed a longer time to work on the
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specific writing skills, they would not be as frustrated. Hopefully, this would translate

into more positive attitudes toward the writing process. It takes time for specific writing

skills to be satisfactorily learned, and it takes more time than one quarter to build tnrsting

relationships among the students and with the teacher. Therefore, when peer collaboration

is used in the classrooffi, I semester or year long course would definitely be beneficial to

both the students and the teacher.

Effect of Process on Skill .Development

The intent of this study was to examine the impact of collaborative writrng on the

individual writer's skills and attitudes. The impact of the collaborative writing skill lessons

on the quality of writing in the experimental class as revealed in the posttest scores was not

significanfly different from the quality of writing as revealed in the posttest scores of the

control class (t = 0.705, P ) 0. 181{). What was significant was that the posttest scores

revealed overall improvement in writing skills by most of the students. However, not

evident were the challenges confronting the teacher. Not only did the teacher need training

in writing effective collaborative lessons and in delining the group roles, but also the

teacher needed to monitor the progress of each group and address all the concerns of each

individual within the various groups. In other words, a great deal of time and energy was

spent by the author during the first half of the quarter in introducing collaborative roles and

writing lessons to students in the experimental class. Nevertheless, the experimental class

was able to achieve approximately the same posttest scores as the control class. Therefore

the weekly skill lessons and practice of the skill learned previously did benefit almost all

the students in both the experimental and the control class. The posttest scores revealed

most students in the experimental class improved in their assessment score. Collaboration

did not produce lower scores. In other words, the collaborative process did not have a

significant impact on the development of specific writing skills of the students.
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Effect of Process on Attitudes

Now let us turn to the question of differences dealing with the impact of the

collaborative writing process on the individual attitudes of students in the experimental

class ils opPosed to the individual animdes of students who were in the control class.

During the middle of ttre quarler and at the end of the quarter, students in both classes were

asked to evaluate the writing process used in their class. The five questions asked in the

attitudinal survey were as follows: ( 1) How do you feel about the process of the writing

lessons? (2) How do you feel about the process of the writing lessons? (3) What have

you learned from the lessons? (a) What has helped you in the lessons? (5) What has nor

helped you in the lessons? The answers to these questions were organized into categories

of positive words, negative words, and neutral words. As the data was irnalyzed it was

evident that once again the differences were not significant. More positive responses were

given than negative responses in both classes, the number of negative responses were

approximately the same in both classes, and the neutral responses were few in both

classes.

However, what was not measured was the variable in the experimental class dealing

with the amount of time needed to learn how to work cooperatively in small groups and the

problems that arose when students needed to practice unfamiliar group roles. Moreover,

the particular classroom climate varied according to makeup of the panicular students, the

time and mood of the particular day, and the relationship the teacher had with individual

students within the classroom. For example, the control class in the morning had two

students who were a distraction to others, and the experimental class in the afternoon had

six students who were a distraction to others. These variables did have an impact on the

attitudes students had toward the class, and it affected how they responded to the

questions. Many of the answels to the attitudinal survey questions were in the affective
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realm and not the cognitive realm. In spite of these variables, the experimental class

responded in a similar manner as the control class in the attitudinal survey.

In summary, the number of positive and negative remarks concerning the writing

Process in the experimental class has helped the author to realize that group work is a

complex endeavor which involves a building of trust among students and a commitment by

the teacher to continue to develop mearringful group writing assignments. However, these

two endeavors may not be fully accomplished in a nine week quarter.

Limitations

The limitations of this snrdy can be found in a variety of factors which influenced

the outcomes. These factors are in the areas of curriculum, the schedule of the school day,

the teaching strategy of cmperative learning, and the composition of the classroom.

The sophomore curriculum for the 1994-1995 school year was different from the

previous year. This was the first year sophomore students were offered a third component

in the English curriculum. Not only were there an honors level and mainstream Literature-

Writing 10A and Literature-Writing 108 level, but also American Studies was a choice

offered to sophomores. This course incorporates both English and history and is a year

long course. The significance of these three offerings to sophomores is the fact that a

larger number of students of higher academic ability selected the honors classes and

American Studies courses, and a larger number of students of average and below-average

academic ability selected the Literature-Writing IOA and l0B courses. In other words, this

is a tracked curriculum. Since the author also teaches American Studies, this is an

observation one could find significant In other words, fewer positive role models existed

in the Literature-Writing 10A classes than in the American Studies class. Consequently,

the students in the mainstream Literature-Writing 10A needed more individual attention and
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exhibited more aggressive behavior than those students in American Studies. In summary,

the composition of the classroom affected student behavior, and student behavior affected

student achievement.

In addition to the curriculum offerings and the composition of the various classes,

student behaviorwas alsoinfluenced by the schedule of the school day. The 19g4-1995

school was the beginning of a new schedule. Block scheduling, with gGminute classes

instead of SGminute classes, involved changes for both the students and the teacher.

Fortunately, the author was able [o prepare for the block scheduling by completing two

courses in the summer on curriculum writing for the new schedule. However, the students

did not have an opportunity to prepare for a longer length of time in the same classrmm.

Students became restless after 45 minutes, and many of them needed a break. It tmk some

students almost the entire quarter to adjust to this new schedule, and it was a challenge for

the author to prepare a variety of activities in the daily lesson plans. Not only was it

necessary to prepare for two hours instead of one, but also it was imperative the author

Plan an activity for students to get up and move around. In other words, the new block

schedule of gO-minute classes instead of S0-minute classes affected student behavior and

performance.

The other factor which influenced student behavior was in the teaching strategy of

cooperative learning. Although the benefits of cooperative learning have been cited in the

literanrre review, the author learned that cooperative learning was jmt one strategy for

Iearning writing skills. Some students had learning styles which resisted working with

ottrers. They preferred to work alone. However, collaboration involved social skills and

flexibility' At the beginning of the collaborative group work, the author observed

individuals working in the presence of others. In fact, the physical closeness of the group

members was a deterrent for some of the group members. Building trust among the group

members takes more than nine weeks. In order to build good working relationships
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among students, it would have been helpful to work with these sirme students for a
semester or year. As soon as the author be8an to notice improvement in group social skills

and in individual writing skills and had developed a rapport with most of the students, the

quffter ended. Just as it takes time for students to learn collaborative skills, so too does it
take time to note Progress and change in student achievement and attitude.

ConclusionE

The goals of this study were to lmk at the potential of the collaborative process

strategy and to assess the individrnl writer's attitude towards writing. The outcomes were

examined in terms of these questions: ( 1) Have attitudes toward writing changed? (2) Has

the experimental group improved more than the control group? (3) What worked in this

study? (4) 
'mlhat did not work in this study? As the author examined the dara in both the

conffol and experimental classes, it was noted that in both classes students made more
positive remarks than negative remarks. Growth in writing did occur for most of the

students, zuld this had a positive effect on the students. In other words, the students

appeared confident ahout their writing, and the posttest scores revealed they wrote better

compositions' In fact, the posttest scores revealed most students improved in the areas of
organization and sentence structure.

In comparing the confol class to the experimental class, the author must first
explain the familiarity she had in the teaching strategies used in both classes. The author

taught what she normally had taught, but she had normally taught just some of these

writing skills over a semester's time. Since the author now was concentrating on

collecting data on the skills learned and the attitudes of the students over a period of nine

weeks, she found it was an intensive schedule to teach one writing skill per week. Even
though the classes were now 90 minutes instead of 50 minutes, it still tmk time for
students [o absorb new information. The author observed both classes had students
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who found the overhead transparencies and the chalkboard work helpful. At the sirme time

the author obseryed that many students in both classes found the writing skill lessons to be

long or not enough time was allowed to complete the assignment. After mmparing the

pretest and posttest scores of the two classes, the author noted the experimental class

performed about the same as the control class. Therefore, the collaborative process did not

have a significant impact on specific writing skills of individual students.

In every reflection on a technique used in the classroom, the teacher needs to

examine what worked and what did not work. What worked was the individual writings

were based on the Iiterary selections studied in class, and the students had many

opportunities in both classes to discuss the literary selections in depth. Next, the students

in the control class were given time to ask the author individual questions while students in

the experimental class were given time to work in groups. As the author monitored the

group work, it was obsenred that the average tro below-average student benefited from the

group writing skill lessons. In fact, it was dwing this group work time the author was

able to give attention to just a few students at a time which helped students both

academically and socially. Moreover, the pretests in both classes revealed it was beneficiat

to almost all the students to work on the various writing skills, and the scores of the

posttest revealed most students improved in their writing skills. This, indeed, was arl

important finding of the study.

Several factors accounted for what did not work in this study. One problem for

both students and the teacher involved group makeup work. Absent students were

organized into groups, and they were required to do the group makeup assignment. In

fact, many times the original group complained about the absent members not being there

to help with the group writing assignmenl Another problem the author observed was that

the higher achieving students did not Iike ttre group work as much as the lower achieving

students, for they told the author they gave more input into the assignments than some of
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the other group members. More importantly, the number of boys in each class was greater

than the number of grrls. The control class had 18 boy* and 9 girls; the experimental class

had 15 boys and 10 gtrls. Generally speaking, the boys were more overt in their behavior,

and the girls were somewhat passive. A final problem was that each class lacked assertive,

positive role models. It was only at the end of the quarter that some of the more reseryed,

academic students began to positively assert themselves into a leadership role in the

classroom.

In summary, the challenge in this study revolved around the importance of the

teacher in working with students in groups in order to develop a sense of the class as a

learning and writing community who worked collaboratively to accomplish a goal. A

valuable lesson the author learned was that the gains of writers do not totally depend on the

students working collaboratively in the classroom. However, since the author did witness

some successful collaborative efforts in the experimental class, the author is motivated to

continue working on student competency in writing and collaborative skills.

Recommendations and I m plications

If this study were to be replicated, the author has a variety of suggestions for

further research in the area of cooperative learning and the collaborative writing process.

First of all, the study needs to be conducted over a semester and ideally over a full school

year. Then more time could be devoted to the strategy of role playing which could be

modeled and practiced several times throughout the study. In other words, it takes time

and practice to develop social skills. At the sirme time, the writing skill lessons could be

spaced further apafl in order for the specilic writing skill to be modeled, practiced, and

applied without a time restriction. Secondly, studying fewer literary selections in the

Literature 10A curriculum would allow more time to satisfactorily address specilic writing

skills and the collaborative process. Next, the incorporation of a peer coach willing to
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work in the cognitive model would be an asset to the teacher in terms of giving support and

feedback as to what was working and what could be changed. Classroom observations

could occur in the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the quarter. Therefore,

growth in specific areas could be observed and discussed. In fact, this study could be a

professional goal of two teachers who are team teaching a class. The study could be

revised to fit the needs of the team teaching situation. Next, the study could lmk at the

gender differences, for the sophomore year is one in which many girls lack self-esteem.

Last, but not leasL the snrdy could be undertaken with juniors and seniors to see if the

manriry level affected the quality of the collaborative group process, the collaborative

writing product, and the individual writing product.

This study reaffirmed the necessity of a sequential skill-building approach to

writing which incorporates the collaborative group process as just one of the sffategies to

be used in a semester or year long course in the mainstream high school English

classroom.
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September 12, 1994

Dear Parent:

As a teacher of your son or daughter at Clraska High. School, I wish to inform you of a study I will be

conducting in my two Literature-Writing 10A classes this quarter as partial fulfillment of my master's

thesis at Augsburg College. The purpose of this study is to collect data on the students' attitudes

toward writing, the effectiveness of the writing process, and the quality of the written products.

lhavebeenteachingcompositionskitlsfortwenty.fiveyearsandamcontinuaIlyworkingtoimprove
my teaching stratugi.r. llris school year t am adding another dimension to the composition curriculum

of my two sopho*or* courses by collecting data on the written pretests, the written posttests, and the

writing skill Iessons. Students will be asked to assess the effectiveness of the writing process in the

middle of the quafter and at the end of the quafter.

Each student will participate in the writing process portion of the course cuniculum; however, each

student is not required io participate in the study. tn other words, the student is free to withdraw

from the study at any time during the quafter. Whether the student elects to participate in the study or

not to participate in the study *ilt not affect his or her grade or present relations with Chaska High

School or Augsburg Cotlege.

The records of this study witl be kept prirrate. After I collect and analyze the data with the assistance

of my thesis committee, a summary of the results of my study will be available upon request to

interested students and district personnel. All research records will be stored at my residence where

only I will have access to them.

I have the appioval to conduct this study from the school principal, the district director of instructional

services, and.the Augsburg College tnstitutionat Review Board (acceptance #94-02-1)-

If you have any questions, you may contact me at 448-8620 (ext. 0637). My college advisor, Vicki

Olion, can be reached at 330-1 131. Please retum the statements of consent included below to me by

Friday, September 17.

I look forward to working with your son or daughter this quarter.

Sincerely,

G,^L'.^* (* $**.*^*-
Barbara B. Swenson
English lnstructor
Clraska High School

I have read the letter. I will or witl not (circle one) participate in this study.

DatSignatureof Studertl , - - 

-

I have read the letter.' I allow or do not atlow (circle one) my student to participate in this study.

Signature of parent or guardian Date
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lntroduction: Literature-Writing 10A students will write two essays this quarter- The

first essay is thb pretest to be written at the beginning of the quarter, and

the second is the posttest to be written at the end of the quarter.

Consequently, the teacher and the students will have information about

how well they write. These two essays will be paft of the final grade for

this course.

Directions: I want you to provide a sampte of your best writing during the next two

class periods. The first day shoutd be used for planning, prewriting, and

composing a rough draft. Write on.every other line so you can make

changes easily. hemember to proofread the draft. The second day the

final [raft snoutO be typed on the word processor in the computer lab.

posttest Writing Assignment: ln a 3, 4, or 5 paragraph essay, answer this question:

What is your opinion of Chaska High School?

Planning Process: Ctuster for ideas and think about specific details to illustrate your

thoughts, feelings, and experiences.

Scoring: Your final draft will be scored on how well you do the following:
* organize your ideas (introduction, body, conclusion)
. us-e a variety of supporting material (evidence)
* use transitional exPressions* vary sentence structure (types and beginnings)* use appropriate Punctuation

Reminders:* Do atl the writing and typing during class period.
* Use any reference materials in the classroom if necessary.
* Remember the paper should be as long as you need to make it in order to

complete the assignment.* Ask only the teacher to clarity the instructions.

Daily lnstructions:r Write your first and last name above the code number on this instruction

sheet.* Write your code number on all sheets of paper used during written and typed

pretest and postest.
*. Staple this instruction sheet on top of your final copy with the rough draft

under it.

Adapted from Richfield High school English department assessment form, 1994 -
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Figure 2.I

Criteria for Holistic Vllriting Assessrnent

l-IIlghly flarted-Nol compctenl

- 
ldeas poorly eommuniealcd

- 
Frequenl usage errors (suclr as: rgreemenl,

pronoun misuse, lensc)

2-Unncceptrtrl+-Not compeltnI

- Poor organization o[ idcas

- 
Frcquent usaBe crrors (such as: agreemenl,

pronoun miguse, lense)

- Inssngcl or erratic u.se oI capitalization, - Ingex5islcnl use oI crpitalizalion. punc-
punctuation, and spclling convenlions tuation, and spelling conventions

- 
Senlence [r:rgnrents and run-ons; [ew - Senlence fragmenls rnd run-onsi few

complcte senlcnces complcle senlences

; flp conccpt of paragraph conslruclion - P.oor lopie senlcncEl flawcd parrgraph de-

- ArO r*ttt-ft ^{- pa.r^X rr^f h 4lt.arit .ns vclopmenl

- F.^., eFf a c+i vL

- 
Li rtaq \r,^-i c

px

- 
,vO Jrlvli ? i" {t-{ ,ugg:r1d19 n^rtrrir

rA4Yap h trr,^s it'r'^r
i.*'tr* 5 -r f g orJhi+f ,**.*t -,'r*L

f

3-h{inhnnlly competenl-Accep lable

- Idcrs sufliciently organizcd rnd com'
rnun icrled

- Only occasionrt usilge errors (such as:

agreemenl, pronoun misusc, tense)

- Basically correct capitalization, pune-
lualion, rnrl spclling

- 
Minimrl number o[ sentence errors (l-rng-

menls or run-ons)

- Paragrrph,s have topic senlenees, sup-
porting idcas, closing senlences

- Some alternpt at paragraph transilion

- Slrvt*t Uaric*y i n 'trt { u3a r HT

4-Corn pel en l-CIear #astery

- ldcas clcarly communierted and o[ u fairly
mulure qualitY

- No usage crrors

- Corrcct capitalization, puncluation, and

spclling

- No fragmenls or run-ont

- 
Paragraphs have lopic senlences, sup-

porting idcas, closing senlenees, and

ure developed in a malure fashion

- Excellcnt vocabulary

- El'fcctive parugreph lrrnsitions

- 
tpf e rr.'rt UArraU in +r-i !*6prr+J x$ ruta{:+rlaL

FReprcsenls e papcr that is illegible or o[[ the point.
A non-response is also a 0 papcr.

Source: Division of Curriculunr nnd ln.clnclion, Deprrtnrenl oI Elemenlnry nnd Secondary
. Edueation, lrf ilwnukee (Wis.) Pubtic Sctrools.

Adap ted from Assessing,AuthentLc Academlc Achievement th the
Secondary School by D. Archbald and F, Newman, 1988. Treston,
Vlrginla: Natlonal Association of Secondary School Prlnclpals.

a
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SUPPORTING MATERI AL EXPLANATION

When a speaker develops or defends an idea by proving that it is 1nre, we say that he is
supporting it. The four ways that we ciul support an idea are with quotations, exanrples,
definitions, and statistics.

Your supporting material (i.e. quotations, examples, definitiorrs, statisttcs) is placed under the
statement it is devcloping or defending. Supponing material nrakes up the substruclure of
your speech. You will remember that the term substructure relers to the nrajor points in support
and sub points in support ofyour main idea. Substruuture is the building blocks of your spcech.
Your supporting material holds up (supports) your main ideas.

The four types of zupporting material can also be used for: an attention opening in your
introductior\ a summary in your conclusior\ and a clincher in your conclusion.

Supporting materials can be used in all three parts of your speech, (intro., body, concl.) but they
have the heaviest load to carry when they hold up your main ideas. ln the following pages you
will find our explanations of the four types of supporting material we will be using.

A. QUOTATTON

To quote someone is to repeat or copy their words. Audicnces are attentive to and impressed
by quotations because quotations tell how someone else feels about what you are talking
about. fu the old saying goes, "Two heads are better than one."

When you use a quotation you must tell who said it and where you got it from.

There are three different typcs of quotations; they arc Expert Opinions, Ordinary Opinions,
and Literary Quotations. The following is a detailed explanation of each.

I. E)CPERT OPIMON

Expeft Opinion is something stated by an authority, one whose reputation and training
lead others to accept his opinion on matters in his special field. This type of quotation
gives your speech a higher form of audience acceptance because the quotation has bcen
stated by some famous authority. One of the best places to find expert opinions is in
magazines (consult the Reader's Guide by subject). Books are also a possibility. Some of
the books in our library that you can use to find quotations are Hoyts, Oxford Dictionary of
Quotations, Bartlem's Familiar Quotations, The Quotation Dictionary, Magill's Quotations,
Home Book of Quotations, and the Dicrionary of Quotable Definitions.

2. ORDINARY OPIMON

Ordinary Opinion is something stated by a person without any special training" knowledge,
or experience in the matter under consideration. This is when you quote a friend, relative,
or man on the stre€t" A foreign language teacher:, for example, is speaking as an untrained
observer when he reports on progress in the construction of the freervay that runs by his
house. A housewifle testifies to what she saw during a bank holdup. An atomic submarine
builder tells people what he observed about Russian schools. All of these are examples o[
people who are not authorities on the subjects but who feel called upon to speak because

they were in a unique or favorable position to observe. The person quoted for ordinary
opinion doesn't need to have special training on the subject at hand, but he should know
something about it. You should usually give his name along with what he said. Surveys
ire another form of ordinary opinion.

From Chaska High Schoo1 English Department by D. St. Germain, 1994.
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3. LITERARY QUOTATTON

Literary Quotation is something stated in a novel, short story, song, poetry book, or play.
Some literary quotations can also be lound in books like Hoyts, The Oxford Dictionary of
Quotations, Bartlett's Familiar Quotations, The Quotation Dictionary, Magilt's euotations,
Home Book of Quotations, and tl,e Dictionary of Quotable Definitions. You copy the pafl
you need in order to achieve your pulpose; then you put quotation marks arouncl it and
list the source. Even though you should try to be creative with all of your supporting
material, the literary quotation lends itself to giving us a new way of looking at your subject.
It will probably catch our attention and add quality to the way we view your subject. It
may be just the touch you need to make your idea come alive.

B. EXAI,IPLE

An example is a case or inslance that illustrates the point you are making. Examples can
significantly aid the spea-ker in making his ideas clear. When the speaker says, "let me give
you an example of what I meafl," the attention of his audience is immediately increased. His
Iistencrs say to themselves, "now is my chance to really understand what he's talking about."
Examples that are long enough to be complete and meaningful but short enough to raise,
rather than lower, interest in the main idea are most effective. There are four different kinds of
examples; they are hypothetical examples, personal observatiorr, analogies, and
comparison/contrast.

I }TTPOTHETICAL EXAMPLES

Hypothetical Examples are "made up" cases or instances. They can help you clarifo what
you are talking about. They might be introduced by phrases like "Suppose...," "What if...,'
"Imagine if...,u

2. PERSONAL OBSERVATION EXAMPLES

Personal Observation Examples are cases or instances that come from rcal life expericnces.
Personal observation examples wiU not only help you clari$ your main point, but will also
help you prove it. They might be introduced by phrases like "Yesterday I saw...," "We all
know that..."

3. AI{ALOGY

Analogies are comparisons between unlike exampies. "Treat your children like trees that
need light and s:n and air" is an example of an analory because children and trees are two
things that are basically different from each other but they are being compared in the above
instance.

4. COMPARISON/CONTRAST

You are using comparison/contrast example when you talk about the likeness and/or
differences of two things that are essentially alike. To impress an audience with the s'rze of
Disney World in Florida, you might use the statistics: "Disney World has an area of over
forty square miles." During a television tour of the parh however, a show business
personality put the same idea this way: "Disney World is bigger than the island of
Manhattan." This last statement made the statistics more meaningful It is a comparison
because Disney World and Manhattan are fwo things that are basically alike.
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C. DEFINITION

A definition is a statcttten[ or explanatiorr o[what a word or phrasc means. When you usc a
dsfinition you should tell wlrere you got iL lrom (Expert Definition) or we will assuntc tlrat you
tuadc it up yourself (Pcrsonal Observation Dcfinition). Dcllnitions help your audicncc
understand what you are talking about. When we conltnunicale witlr pcoltle we often
mistakerrly lhink that the audicnce knows the mcanings o[alt the words tlrat we use. A
definition will hclll you and your audience 1o interpret tlre words you use in lhe same wry.
Deftne words right wherr thcy come rrp so that you and your audience can bc on "cornmon
ground, "

I. E)trERT DEFTNITION

An Expert Dclinition is an explanation of tlre rncaning of a word or phrase by someone who
is an autltority on tlre subject. Wtren you use sonleone clsc's definitiorr make sure tlrat tlre
words used irt tlre dcfinition aren't so tcchnical ttrat ncithcryou noryouraudiencc knows
whal you are lalking about. This will cause more corrfusion tlran clarification. If you find
sorne words that you don'[ know in the definition, iook thcm up too.

Expert Definitions can be found in articles, books and dictionarics, Don't be satisfied with
Webster's Dictionary flor cverything, Some otirer placcs you can ftnd definitions in our library
are Clramber's Biograpltical Dictionary, Medical f)ictionary, Science Dictionary on tlre Anirnat
World, Mattrcmatics Dictionary or the Ox[ord Companion to Music, etc.

2 PERSONAL OBSERVATION DEFINITION

When you use a Persortal Observation Detinition you are describing sonrething with your
own words. Personal Observation Definitions give you a chance lo ularify lhe nreaning of a

word in your own way, baseil on your personal experienccs. Be as spccific as possible in
the words that you select for you definition or dcscription.

There are two reasons that you rnight want to give your own delinition or description o[
sornething, TIrc llrst reason is that you miglrt want to descrrbe a word or tenn tlrat not
everyone is farniliar wittr. You sltould describc any word or phrase tlut is uncommon like
magneto, woofer, tweeter, fascist, etc.

Tlte second way you might use a personal observation definition is hy detining or describing
a conlllron word in a new or unusual way, In doing so you could give us freslr insiglrt into
common words like love, peace, fear-, etc, If you choose to define a common word don't
insult our inl.elligence; rathr:r rnake us say "Oh yeah, I ncver thought about it Iike that before."

D. STATISTICS

Statistics are a way oI supporting a statenrent with exact numbers or percentages. When
solllcone says 1o yolt, "prove it," slatistics areone of the rlost inrllressiveways to do so.

Statistics can be either nunrtrers (example Cl l: "There were 50 people kitled in lhc crash.") or
percentnges (exantplell2: "Only half o[tlre peoplc on the plane dierl in the crash."). Exampte
/ll atrd cxample ll2are both statistics because each of them has nunrl:ers orpcrcentages,

When yorl LIse statistics it is irtrportant that you are specific about where you got thetn or lhey
will lose some o[ttreir impact. Sornetinres it's also a good idea to tcll the datc on which the
statistics were givcn. It's not always necessary {o lcll tlre dale, but whur lhe date is given it
adds greatly to your speech. Statistics can be lound in magazines (consult the Rcader's G-uide
to Pe.riodiqal Lilerature). books (consult the six sets in thc librarl,), and ahnanacs (tlre library
has ovcr twenty at your disposal).
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1. Flule 21a: Use commas to separate wonCs, phrases, aM zubodinate clauses

written in series.

WOBDS IN SEBIES
Books, pamphlets, magazines, and newspap€rs cluttered the teache/s desk.
(nouns)
We played, swam, ate, sang, and darrced. (vefus)
He was a short, fat, good-natured rnan. (adjective)

PHRASES lN SEHIES
Examinations will be given at the beginning of the term, at midterm, and at the
the errd of the term.

SUBORDII'IATE CI-AUSES IN SEHIES
He declared that the roof leaked, that the windows leaked, and that the
plumbing leaked.

2. Flule 21c: Use a comma before and. but. or. nor. for. when they ioin rnain clauses.

RIGHT
ln the nnming the custodian cleans the walks in f ront of our apartment

house, and his wife str:aightens up the tobby.
There are few islarrds in the Ea$em Pacific Ocean, but there are

thousands of them in the Westem Pacific Ocean.
I had to wait a torrg time at the airport, for the weather did not clear until

noon.
I'll go arrd I will rrot retum. (clauses too short to require commas)

3. Bule 21b (2): Words used in dired address are set off by comrnas.

HIGI{T
Please give us a hand, Frank"
Yes, rny friegC. you are pmbabty right.
M[-.ChairEan. I rise to a point of order.

4. Flule 21b (3): Parenthetical expressions are set off by comrns.

These expressions are often used parenthet'rcally: I belieYe (think. suqPose.,

trope. s16.). on the contrarv. on the other harrd. oJ.course. in my oninionJof
examole. however. to-tell the truth. nevertheless. ![fact.

HIGI{T
You have, on the othqf hand. nothing to lose.
The soeech. in mv ooin'ron. was a failure.

-NOiE: These eryressions, of course, are not alwavs used as intemlpters.

NOT USED AS A}.I INTERHUPTEH
You mu$ try tq.tellthe truth.

USED AS A}.I INTERRUPTEH
He is, lo tellthe tnrth. dangerous.

From Eng lish Grammar and ComPosition byJ. E. Warriner and F. Griffith, 1963-

Chicago, Illinois: Ilarcourt, Brace & Irror 1d, Inc.
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NOT USED AS AN INTEHRUPTER
I think these are the best students.

USED AS A}'I INTERRUPTER
These are, llhink. the best students.

-NOTE: A contrasing expression introduced by n-01 is parenthetical and must be

set off by cornna.s.

RIGHT
Jt is character, not rnonev. that makes the man.

S. Flule Z1b (1): Appositives with their modifiers are set off by comrnas.

An appositive is a word or group of words which follows a noun or pronoun and

means the same thing. Anapposilive usualty gives information about the noun

or pronoun that precedes it.

EfiMPLES
Bergen, the fullback. played a good defensive game.

Mr. Sah, owner of the ranch, offered me his own horse.

I sent Joe, the school's plu.r.nbgr.

tn these sentences fqllback. owner. and plumber are apPositives.

'NOTE: When you set off an appositive, you include with it all words which rnodify it.

EfiMPLES
Mike Casells, the custodian at our school. is always good-natured.

Amold Wilcox, the bov l-mel at thq convention. gave me Some inside information

Sometimes Bn appositive is so closety related to the word preceding it

that it should not be set off by comrnas. Such an appositive is called a

'restrictive appo.sitive.' tt is usualty a single word'

EfiMPLES
lvty brother Bitl

The composer Beethoven
Her old friend Betty

6. Use a cornrna in certain conventional situations such as AFTEFI A I'IAME followed

by Jr.. Sr.. Ph. D. e,tc.

EflMPLE
John Srnith, Jr., is nry grandfather.
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1. Rule 22a: Use a semicolon between main clauses not joined by and,-but, or. nor.
for. yet.

RIGHT
The taxpayers voted in favor of a new school building; a site for the structure
will be chosen next week.

In cold weather she spent her afternoons on the skating pond; on warmer days
she went to the indoor rink"

ln this use the semicolon acts like a period, for each main clause is really a
complete sentence. Where the thoughts of the clauses are very closely
connected, as in the examples above, fl semicolon is better than a period.

2. Flule 22b: Use a semicolon between main clauses joined by the words besidPs.
accor_di[g ly. m oreovej. nevq r.th e I es s, f u ft he rm o re. oth erwi se. th e refore.
however. conseguently. also. thus. instead,.hence.

.NOTE: When immediately preceded by a semicolon, these words may or may not
be followed by a comma with the exception of however, which is always
followed by a comma. ln general, omit the comma unless you wish to
indicate a pause after the connective.

RIGHT
I thought the book much too long; however, I decided to read it all.

3. Flule 22c: Use a semicolon between main clauses if there are commas within
the clauses.

FIIGHT
This car, a revolutionary model, was invented by one of our engineers; but

the high cost of manufacture prohibits large-scale production, and public
demand would be too small to justify it.

Helen Burgess, the girl who is running for president of the senior class, has
an excellent chance to win; and if she does win, she will be the first girl ever
to achieve that position.

-NOTE: When preceded by a semicolon, these expressions are followed by
comma.

RIGHT
He came to the meeting quite unprepared; that is, he had forgotten his notes.

From English Grammar and Composition by J. Warriner and F. Griffith, 1963.
Chicago, Illinois: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.

4. Flule ?2d: Use a semicolon before fgf example. namely. th4t is. for instance. in fact.
on the contrary. when they join main clauses.
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comcs altcr exprcssions likc as follon,s aod t-bc foUowilg.

At our school wc bavc all hc sgring rports: baseball, u-acL lacrosse, tcn-ois, axd

golf. (appositivcs)
Congrcss is considcring scvcral ways of raisi.og moncy: E propcny tar, I salcs tax,
and an iacTcascd incomc Lax. (appositivcs)
ln his prockctr wc found the following: a piccc of rbing. a brokco jacklnife, six
morblcs, axd rcvcrd sm'nll sticks of wood.
Tbc llvc lurgest ciLics of t-hc Udtcd Statcs arc ralcd il sirc as foUowr: Ncw York,
Chicago, Philadclphiq l.or Angelcs, a.od Dctroit-

Do not usc a colon in a rcnteoca likc thc following, in which tbcrc is no pausc
bcforc thc scricr.

RICI{T

+NOTE

RIGHT

I wcnt Fwi.trL@.int rvith Henry, Su-rq snd W&ltcr.

Rnlc 23b (I): Use it-elicr (undcrlining) for the titlcs of books. works of art (Pictrucs,

musical corngrcsitiont, ttatucr, EL). nuncs of ncwspapcrg, rnagn?incr und ships.

E(AIYIPLES

Thc Advcn[trcs of Tom Sawyer

the Borton l{g?f d or thc B.oston.tlcru]d
t-bc American Boy

.NCI1fE:
tbc Quccn Mary
V/bcn writtcn in a composition, tbe words g gD and tbc bcforc s maga?ing s1

a ncwspapcr titlc are not italicizrd.

E(A},IPLES

I q'as looking at a cartoon i.o tbc New Yorkel,
Hc is s rcpoflcr for thc Hcrald Tribunc

ITALICS AI'{D QIJOTAIOI.I MARI$

In general, tbc use of quotat-iou marks for ti0es is going out of practicc; tbe tcndeocy iE to*'&rfl itnlig5.
Magazinc articles, chaptcr [eading, and tit]es of pocms, whcn rcfcrrcd to i:r thc course of a

comporitiou, rnay bc placcd in quotalion rnarb. flitJcs of book-lcngth pocms, of course, are Eeatcd

iite book titJcs.) AII ohcr tiUcs ( books, works of srt, magszins5, trewspapcrs, rhips) arc

i talicizcd (uo d crlincd)

E(Ah4PLE
I studicd Cbaptrr fV. 'Tom Comcs Homc,' in Gcorge Eliot's novel Tbc MiII on tbc Floss: and I rcad a.a

articlc in tbc Cosmopolit'n cntit]cd 'T]ey arc a Funny Rac+I

Rulc 23b(2) Us. italics (undcrlining) for foreign words, words rcfcrrcd to as words, and lcttcrs rcfcrrcd to as Jettcrs.

E(A},IPIIES
. Picking yoru lEcth st the tablc is not com:rrc il faut.

Thcrc arc forul1g!-s in tbis scnlcncc.
Dot thc i'E and cross thc (t,

From English Grammar and ComposiEion h y J. Warriner and F. Griffith, 1963.
Chicago, Illinois: Harcourt, Brace & I^ior1d, Inc,
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Topic Sentence: The room is a rectangle.

details: 1. bnger than wiie
2. fanrsides
3. corners are rigl'{ angles

You can see from this that the room fits the requirements of a rectangle. Use a simple sentence in
making one detail into a senterce. Use a conpound sentence for another enlargement of detail. Use a
complex sentence for the other detail enlargement.

1. A simple. santenc9 lras one subjact and one verb or double subjects arrd single
verb. tt may have single subject arrd double verb, but it has onty onesubiect verb
pair as an indeperrdent thought.

Exanple: The room is a rectangle.

Sinple senterrces of three arrd four words are those of earty grade school reading level.
Freshman reading level simple sentences contain many nrodifiers. Example: adverbs tell how. when.

where. to what extent about the verb. The room is uniouetv a rectangle, What que$ion about the verb is
answered? The rootn in,lhis comer of the,building is a rectangle. These are Prepositional phrases used
adverbalty.
N.oW we jr,rdge this room to be a rectangle. What question is arswered?

2. A comoound sentence is basically two simple sentences pined by and, bttt. or. for. or n9!'.

Example: The room is a rectangle, and it frts the requirerrents of a rectangle.

' When these rnain conjurrctions join two indeperrdent clauses, a com.Era, is used before the rnain
conjunctions. And connects equal irleas. But means a reversalthought in the second clause. We
planned a hockey garne, but the blitzard carrceled il. 9r signals a choice. For is an explanation after its

use. Nor is a negative going wtth nqither.

3. The complex sentence uses an independent clause and one or more dependent clauses.

Example: Since the roorn is a rectangle, the lengrth and width are unequal.

' Notice the comma comes at the eM of the dependent clause when it is used in the beginning. But: The
Iengilh and width are equal sirrce it is a rectangle. No comma is necessary when the independent clause
comes first- The comrna in the first case is to signal the listener that the main clause is coming, thus a
paus€ needed for clarity.

4. A conroound:comolex sentence contains two or rnore main clauses and one or lTlore subordinate
clauses.

Exanrple: The book that I read was written by Kenneth Roberts, and I enjoyed it. (two rnain
clauses and orre srrbordinate clause)

lish Grammar and Composition by J. Warr j-ner and F. Grif f j-th, 1963 .From Eng
Chicago, Illinois: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.
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l. Sentence VarietY

A. Vary the beginnings of your sentence

1. You may begin a senterrce wirh a sinqle-word rnodifier-an advett, an

adjective, or a pafliciple.

a. Suddently the rcorn seemed to lift for a momerrt; then it settled

back irrto an ominous silence. (adverb)

b. Cold and hungry, the survivors were brought into town. (adjective)

c. Screaming, the frantic child b€at hsrfists againS the door.

(pressrit PadkliPl€)

d. Disgusted, the teacher refus€d to continue the lesson.

has partlifle)

2. You rnay begin a sentence with a phrase: a preposit'ronal phrase, a

part'lcipial phrase, or an irrfinitive phrase.

a. At the errd of the game, the crowds swarmed across the playing

fieH. (prepositional Phrases)

b. Having taken nry pasition behird the wlreel, I was rmdy for rny

firs drivirrg lesson. (paficpial phrase)

c. Angered by the repeated insults, Draper clenched his fists and

Sepped foninrd. (partbp'al phrase)

d. To avoid the rough detour, they chose a different highway.

(infinitive phrase)

3. You rnay begin a senterrce wilh a subodinate clause.

a. After we had been gorre hatf the day, our absence was discovered.

b. When we planned the party in Decanber, our itfua was to l'ave a

dnns dance.
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lt.

Iil.

tv.

Paper Form - 5 Paragraphs

lntroduction
A. lntroductory remarks - 2 sentences
B. Thesis statement - theme
C. Transitional sentence - title of novel and author

Supporting Paragraph
A. Topic sentence
B. Evidence
C. Clincher sentence

Supporting ParagraPh
A. Topic sentence
B. Evidence
C. Clincher sentence

Supporting ParagraPh
A. Topice sentence
B. Evidence
C. Clincher sentence

Conclusion
A. Summary - 2 sentences
B. Thesis statement - theme
C. Clever end remark

V
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c o ru P Q s ITI O N/Iy RITIN G

I

rr.

rII.

A

B

Pap er
A

Pa ra rrAph

B.

A.

B.

C.

Typ es
1. Fact
2. Value
3. Definition
4. Policy

Structure
1. Topic Sentence
Z. Evidence
3. Clincher Sentence

Types
1. Fact
Z. Yalue
3. Definition
4. Value

S tructure
1. Introduction
2. Evidence
3. Conclusion

Kinds-of Etirrqgce

Example
1.
I
-a

3.
4.
5.

Fact
Hypothetical
Analogy
Comparison/Contrast
Personal Observation

D

S tatistics
1. Source (title & Author)
?,. Date of Publication

Testimony

Quotation
L Expert Opinion
7,. Ordinary Opinion
3, Literary Opinion

Explanation

Defini tion
1. Expert Defi ni ti on
2. Peisonal Observation

E.

F.





IV. T]'pes. of In.[:oduetion
A. QuotationB. Reference to Current Events
C. Historical Reference
D. Anecdote
E. Startling Statement
F. Question
G. Personal Reference
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Y

YI

VII

Infrqdrrctien l'Pa ragraphl
A. --IntroductarY Remark
B. Thesis
C. Traruitional Sentence

foneLrsion (ParaeraPJI
A. Summarize Evidence
B . Repeat or Restate Thesis
C. Cliver end remarlcs

bansitifrnal Exprqssions - use to move from sentence to
sentence.

A. Single Words
Firs t
S econ dl y
Third
Next
Finally
Co nve rs el Y
Si mil arly
A ccordinglY
Namely
Inci d en tallY

B. Word Groups - use to move from Po-toirepL + fo-rt*gtoph
1 . At fiist ' 1 0. Another re&son
2 . At last I 1 . To begin with
3 . To repeat \?,, In addition
4 . In efftct ' 1 3. On the conEarY
5 . Even so 1 4. For examPle
6 . As a result I 5 . Now let us hrrn to
7 . That is 16. In sPite of this .

8 ., In summary l7 . In other words
9. In conclusion :

11.
17.
13.
74.
15.
16.
17.

1.
.l
Lt

3.
4.
5.
6.
sl.
8.
9.
10.

18,' 19.

Meann'hile
Moreover
Thus
A lso
Then
Besides
Therefore
However
Furthermore

V I1 l.Findins Evidencp and Tnforr:nation
A ' (magazines)
B , EncYcloPedi a
C. BiograPhical references
D. Atlases
E. Almanac
F . Li terarY reference books
G. Nen'sPaPer
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Roles of Group Members

For each group session these four roles will be monitored by the teacher:

Facilitator* gets material the group needs* makes sure that the group understands the goal
* Bncourages each member to participate

Becorder* writes down group discussion points* gets each member to proofread and sign the writing* revises and edits the writingi makes sure each member has the necessary notes

Supervisor* reminds group of time left for activity at regular intervals* keeps each member on task* maintains cooperation within the teacher

Speakert reads materials orally to the group* summarizes discussion highlights during the group process
rt summarizes discussion highlights to the whole class* hands the group writing in to the teacher

These roles should be rotated among members of the group for each different group

session.

Adapted from Chaska High School Science Department by K. Hammann' 1994.
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Name:
Hour:

Group Work

1 . What did you do for Your grouP?

2. What did you learn?

3. Rank yourself:

4. Rank group members:
Name:
Name:
Name:

5. Flank qualitY of work:

Flank:
Flank:
Fl ank:
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Attitudinal Questions

Code number:
Class:
Date:

1. How do you feel about the content of the writing lessons?

2. How do you feel about the process of the writing lessons?

3. What have you learned from the lessons?

4. What has helped you in the lessons?

5. What has not helped you in the lessons?

t





Isui table for photocopyi ng]

[1es]
TO

(name of author)

RESPONSE OR. FEEDBACK

A. Appreciation:

What 1 liked most about your piece of writing was

B. Savback:

As far as i could tell, the gist of your writing
seemed to be makin g was this :

Appendix M
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or the MAIN POINT you

C

Is that what you were trying to tell me?

A skbackl

But not everything was quite clear to rne.

For instance, could you explain

Finally, I would enjoy your writing more or understand it more easily
if you added some details or EX A MPLES of . . . .

Piease let me know if an y of my comment s were helpf ul ,

sig ned
( name of reader )

From Writlgg in Gf oups: New Tgchnisues f or Good l^iri.ting l^ilchout Drllls by
G. G. Moberg, 1984. New York, New Yo
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Header:
D ate:
Time:
Pretest Code Number S core

00101
00102

0300
00104
00105
00106
00107
00108
00109
001 1 0

001
00 12
00113
00114
00115
00116
001 17

----T.0Tr8
001 19
00120
00121
001 22
00123
00124
0012s
00126
00127
00128
00129
00130
0
001 32

00134
00133

Note: Posttest sheeE is the same'

00





r
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Pretest Code Number
0013s

Sco e

00136
001 37
00138
00139
00140
00141
001 42
00143
00144
0014s
00146
00147
00148
0014 o

00150
00151
00152
00153
00-T5 4
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Step 2: Final Scores of Prelests of Three Readers

Beaders:
Date:
Tim e:

Code Number
00100
0

00102
00103
0 04

0 05
00106
00107
00108
00109
00110
0011'l
00

Header A Score Fleader B Score Reader C Score Final Score

00
0011
00115
00116
00
00118
00119
00120
00 2

001
00123
0012
00125
00126
00127
00128
00129
00130
00131
00132
00 fla

00134
00135
00136
00137
00138
00139
00140
0

00142
00143

Note: PosEtest sheet is tlre same.

4
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Code Number Header A Score
00144
0014s
00146
00147
00148
00149
00150
001s 1

001s2
00153

1

Fieader B Score Beader C Score Final Score

I
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Step 3: Cornparison

Beaders:
of Block Z Scores and Block 4 Scores

D ate:
Tim e;

BIock
Code N

Two
mber Score

Block Four
Code Number Score

00127 00100
001010 2B

00129 00102
00130 00103

001 0400131
00132 001 05
00133 00106
00134 00107
00135 001 0B

00136 00109
00137 001 1 0

00138 00111
00139 001 12
00140 001 13
00141 001 14
00142 001 1 5

00143 00116
00144 00117
00145 001 1B

00146 001 1 I
001 47 00120
00148 00121
00149 00122

0012300150
00151 00124

0012500152
00153 00126
oolsaI
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